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Executive Summary  

Strategic consideration of sustainability in business practices can create value for stakeholders, 
help manage supply chain risks from climate change, improve employee and customer 
retention, and increase the financial performance of a company (Whelan & Fink, 2016). 
Following the classic adage, “what gets measured, gets managed,” businesses across industries 
have realized the importance of quantitative sustainability assessment for internal 
accountability and external transparency purposes (Gardner et al., 2018).  

The coffee industry has embraced the idea of sustainability, but confusion exists regarding 
exactly how to measure and track sustainability impacts throughout coffee’s complex global 
value chain. Industry groups and agricultural sustainability organizations have provided some 
guidance on the topic of which sustainability metrics roasting companies should measure, but 
efforts to standardize these criteria across the industry have thus far failed to take into account 
the perspectives of small-scale roasting companies. Roasters range widely in size, and those on 
the smaller end of the spectrum may have access to fewer resources, different partnerships, 
and a variety of rationales for pursuing sustainability initiatives. These three factors may 
influence the way in which roasting companies choose to measure their impacts.  

The overarching objective of this research was to document the current methods of 
sustainability measurement used by smaller roasters and the main challenges that these 
roasters face in their pursuit of measurement. My results are intended to be shared with the 
industry so that groups such as the Specialty Coffee Association (SCA) and the Global Coffee 
Platform (GCP) can take the perspectives of smaller roasters into account in their efforts to 
standardize sustainability metrics across the coffee sector. More specifically, my research 
questions were:  

1) How does a roasting company’s motivation or rationale for measuring sustainability 
metrics influence their sustainability measurement?  

2) How does the scale/size of a roaster influence their sustainability measurement? 
3) How do partnerships with different types of organizations influence a roaster’s 

sustainability measurement? 
 

Methods  

I conducted 15 semi-structured key actor interviews with 10 representatives from smaller-scale 
coffee roasting companies across the U.S. and five interviews with industry representatives. 
Interviews were transcribed and coded using NVivo 12 qualitative analysis software (NVivo, 
2018). Coding results were then used to inform the design of an online survey for small-scale 
coffee roasters. The structure of the survey followed a similar format to the interview guide and 
included questions regarding roasting company size, company use of sustainability metrics, 
rationale and motivation for measurement, existing partnerships, and demographic 
information. The survey was distributed with help from the SCA, World Coffee Research (WCR), 
and the roasting company representatives interviewed. I received 40 survey submissions, of 
which 35 were complete. Survey results were compiled and visualized in Qualtrics survey 
software.  
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Results  

The following five themes were identified and explored throughout the interview process:  

A. Area of focus under the broader sustainability umbrella 
B. Metrics currently measured by small-scale roasters and why 
C. Feasibility of sustainability measurement 
D. Influence of roasting company size on sustainability measurement  
E. Partnership support for general sustainability efforts and sustainability measurement 

Interview and survey results suggest that sustainability efforts in the industry place an emphasis 
on the economic and social sustainability of producers, but sustainability measurement seems 
to focus on environmental and social sustainability at the roaster operations segment of the 
supply chain. Internal accountability and marketing were the top two rationales for 
measurement mentioned by key actors in interviews. However, internal accountability was 
stated as the singular top motivation to record metrics by 45% of survey respondents, 
suggesting that marketing benefits may be secondary to main internal drivers of measurement. 
Similarly, roasters seem to first look to their internal mission to decide which metrics to 
measure. Roasters then turn to certification/reporting schemes and coffee industry 
organizations for guidance regarding exactly which metrics to track. However, neither of these 
two entities were commonly mentioned as partners that help roasters actually measure 
sustainability. Rather, supply chain partners (importers, exporters, etc.) and sustainability 
assessment companies were indicated as partners that actively help roasters measure metrics 
by providing access to the information. Issues related to data collection and management are 
the biggest barrier to measurement for smaller roasters, with data management 
softwares/technologies and partnerships (with other smaller roasters and with sustainability 
assessment companies) seeming to offer the most promise in overcoming this barrier.  

Recommendations  

Given these results, I provide the following recommendations to smaller roasters and coffee 
industry groups.  

Small-scale roasters:  
● Company internal social metrics may be easy to measure, but if the industry truly wants 

to address economic and social sustainability of producers (as was found in interviews), 
roasters need to dig deeper into measurement of producer profitability. The only metric 
related to producer wellbeing that is commonly measured is FOB (Free on Board) price, 
or the price a roasting company pays for coffee ready for export, which does not 
accurately represent producer profitability.  

● Look to supply chain partners for guidance on what to measure, given they are generally 
helpful in designing and/or measuring sustainability metrics (as indicated by survey 
results). These entities are also closer to producer communities in the supply chain than 
roasting companies themselves, and therefore, may be more aware of producer needs.  

● Form roaster partnerships to increase buying power when dealing with trading partners. 
In doing so, smaller roasters will leverage their ability to request sustainability related 
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information about the green coffee they are buying from these trading partners, which 
they feel that they are not able to do when buying independently. Roaster partnerships 
will also increase representation of small-scale roasters in the sustainability dialogue to 
match the true extent of their presence in the industry.  

● Utilize third party sustainability assessment companies, if possible. Although their 
services come at a cost to the roaster, these companies seem to be the most helpful 
partners in designing and/or measuring metrics.  

Industry groups:  
● Use influence wisely by taking the perspectives and challenges of smaller-sized roasters 

into account in efforts of sustainability criteria standardization. A standardized list of 
metrics will facilitate collaboration and benchmarking in the coffee sector, but further 
excluding smaller roasters from the sustainability dialogue will lead to the creation of 
unrealistic and ineffective sustainability criteria.  

● Dedicate resources to researching data collection/management solutions for roasters, 
considering this was the main barrier to measuring sustainability indicated by key 
actors. Creating and improving data management systems and technologies will help 
advance sustainability measurement in the coffee sector.  

● Explore ways to make sustainability assessment companies more affordable so that 
smaller roasters who have limited financial resources can take advantage of their tools 
and services.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1. Sustainability in Business and Agriculture  

Sustainability is more than just a buzzword that businesses have latched onto for marketing 

appeal. Research across industries has consistently shown that a solid sustainability strategy 

can create value for a company’s stakeholders, help manage supply chain risk, improve 

employee and customer retention, and ultimately increase a company’s financial performance 

(Whelan & Fink, 2016). In most cases, climate change is the driving force behind the concern for 

sustainability. In CDP’s most recent Supply Chain Report, 76 percent of the suppliers claimed 

that they have identified “inherent climate change risks” that could impact their profits or 

operations and 52 percent of suppliers have integrated climate change concerns into their 

business because of this (CDP, 2018). The strategic reasons to incorporate sustainability into 

traditional business models are clear and compelling. Business strategy aside, integrating 

sustainable practices can also be justified at the most basic level by the original United Nations 

call for sustainable development in the 1987 Brundtland Report: as a way of meeting the 

“needs of the present without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their 

own needs” (UN WCED, 1987).  

While consideration of sustainability in supply chains is the first move in the right direction, 

proper sustainability assessment is the second, more crucial step towards business and global 

prosperity for years to come. The familiar ideology “what gets measured, gets managed” is just 

as true for sustainability as it is for the business applications for which the phrase was originally 

intended (Bonini & Swartz, 2014). Companies need quantitative assessment of sustainability to 

inform responsible decisions going forward, but also as a way to provide supportive evidence of 

any sustainably-focused mission statements they make. With increased focus on sustainability 

in recent decades has come an increased pull for accountability from businesses (Gardner et al., 

2018). A company needs to “know internally” that they are acting in such a way that is 
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responsible and sustainable, but needs to be transparent and “show externally” that this is the 

case as well (Ruggie, 2011).  

Internal accountability and consumer scrutiny are two of the major motivations behind the 

creation of sustainability reporting and certification programs. However, the choice of exactly 

which issues to report on and which metrics are the best indicators of these issues is a source of 

confusion for companies across sectors. The difficulty of deciding which metrics to use, when to 

use them, and how to measure them poses a challenge for green supply chain management 

(Hervani, Helms, & Sarkis, 2005). Further complicating the discussion is the fact that it is often 

not just one group of stakeholders who need to reach this agreement. Actors throughout the 

supply chain must negotiate which metrics to report using which data (Hervani, Helms, & Sarkis, 

2005).  

Global agricultural value chains are particularly complex, which makes sustainability assessment 

even more challenging. The value chains of agricultural commodities are typically characterized 

by low-value end products, expansive and nonlinear networks of actors, strong social and 

economic drivers on the producer and consumer ends, and wide variability due to environment 

and climate (Higgins et al., 2010). The complexity of the geographic and key actor networks of 

agricultural sustainability also increases the risk that the issues and indicators prioritized in 

sustainability assessment do not take into consideration multiple stakeholder perspectives 

(Springer et al., 2015). Sustainability issues considered important by executives of large 

agribusiness corporations or owners of agricultural product small businesses may differ from 

those considered important by farmers in developing countries. 

Agriculture’s vulnerability to climate change is another reason why sustainability is so 

important in the industry, yet so difficult to define and assess. In the agricultural raw materials, 

beverage, and food sectors, climate change poses a threat by altering growing conditions, 

increasing pests and disease, and decreasing crop yields (Whelan & Fink, 2016). A substantial 

portion of the supply chains of these sectors depend on natural resources and processes such 

as biodiversity, groundwater availability, air quality, and weather conditions (Whelan & Fink, 
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2016).  With this multitude of factors related to climate change and sustainability, it is easy to 

be overwhelmed when deciding which quantitative indicators of these factors to record and 

track.  

Ultimately, businesses that rely on agricultural value chains attempt to choose a set of metrics 

that depict a story related to their product or make a compelling argument for their product’s 

sustainability or company’s sustainability as a whole.  

1.2. Coffee Sector Context  

Coffee is a prime example of a commodity crop that has a complex global value chain and is 

subject to the confusion surrounding sustainability efforts and measurement. Coffee beans are 

produced by the genus of plants Coffea, which includes anywhere from 25 to 100 species of 

coffee plants, specifically (NCA, n.d.). The two most common species in the commercial coffee 

industry are Arabica, which represents approximately 70 percent of the world’s coffee 

production, and Robusta, which accounts for roughly 30 percent of the global market (NCA, 

n.d.). Robusta is the heartier of the two species, as it prefers higher temperatures and is able to 

thrive at lower altitudes. Arabica, on the other hand, requires more specific growing conditions 

at higher altitudes and in rich soil, making it more difficult and expensive to cultivate (NCA, 

n.d.).  

Coffee is grown worldwide in the equatorial zone located between 25 degrees North and 30 

degrees South, an area also known as the “Bean Belt” (NCA, n.d.). This includes over 50 coffee 

producing countries around the world, according to the National Coffee Association of the 

U.S.A. (NCA, n.d.). The “Bean Belt” region can be seen in Figure 1, which depicts the major 

coffee exporting countries and members of the International Coffee Organization (ICO). 
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Figure 1. Major coffee exporting countries and members of the International Coffee 

Organization (ICO) (Samper & Quiñones-Ruiz, 2017).  

In 2018, over 168 million bags (60 kilograms, 132 pounds each) of coffee were produced by 

coffee exporting countries (ICO, 2019). The volume and geographic spread of coffee production 

is impressive, but the industry is also an economic powerhouse. According to Michigan Institute 

of Technology’s Observatory of Economic Complexity, the coffee industry represented $30.4 

billion in exports as of 2017 (Simoes & Hidalgo, 2017). Brazil, Vietnam, and Colombia were the 

top exporting countries of coffee in 2017 while the United States, Germany, and France were 

the top importing countries (Simoes & Hidalgo, 2017).  

Despite the large volume of coffee traded worldwide, the price of coffee in the commodities 

market has suffered in recent years. In August of 2018, the international price of coffee, 

otherwise known as the C-price, dropped below $1 per pound for the first time in over a decade 

and has remained there ever since (Hick, 2018; Nasdaq, 2019). While some industry actors say 

this is an urgent cause for concern, others are less worried, citing that the C-price is based on 

speculation and short-term projections which make it hard to accurately judge the state of the 

market (Hicks, 2018).  
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The current state of the coffee industry has a lot to do with how the industry approaches 

sustainability today, but the complex network of entities in the coffee value chain is an inherent 

characteristic that motivated the industry’s interest in sustainability in the first place. Coffee is 

handled by a number of entities from “seed to cup”, and a single bag can have far-reaching 

effects even outside of its supply chain. It is important to acknowledge the various stakeholders 

involved and understand the details of their integrated roles before looking deeper into 

sustainability strategies for the industry. Figure 2 provides a visualization of the coffee supply 

chain.  

 

Figure 2. The coffee supply chain (Widdifield, 2018).  

The groups represented in Figure 2 above are generally the main participants in the coffee 

supply chain. As depicted by the various flow arrows, it is possible that coffee in any particular 

supply chain could bypass certain actors depending on the country of origin, producer 

organization, importing country, and roaster business model.  

Regardless of variation in supply chains, all coffee starts at the farm. Approximately 80 percent 

of coffee worldwide is produced by smallholder farmers who operate on small plots of land, 

(sometimes as small as one hectare) and depend on coffee as their primary source of income 

(Counter Culture Coffee, 2018). Roughly two million individual in Latin America alone rely on 

coffee farming for their livelihood, further demonstrating that the social implications of coffee 

are immediately apparent in this first step of the supply chain (ICO, 2013).  
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Many smallholder producers form cooperatives with the intention of combining resources and 

allowing for more market access. The cooperative level is often where coffee cherries are 

collected, processed using an on-site wet-mill processing plant, and dried. Cooperative staff 

then coordinate with partners at the next step of the supply chain, either an intermediary or 

exporter. However, if a farm is large enough, they may conduct the wet milling and drying 

processes themselves and sell directly to exporters (Counter Culture Coffee, 2018).  

Producers or cooperatives may sell their coffee to an intermediary, who can offer loans or 

transport the coffee to an exporter (Fischer & Victor, 2014). The dried coffee is delivered to the 

exporter, which is typically where coffee is dry milled to remove the papery layer of the bean 

called parchment (Counter Culture Coffee, 2018). The coffee is then bagged and stored before 

the exporter transports it to port and prepares necessary paperwork for shipment (Counter 

Culture Coffee, 2018).  

Importers in the U.S., or any other importing country, take ownership of coffee at the port of 

export and facilitate its movement through customs. Importers then store the coffee until it is 

ordered by a roaster (Counter Culture Coffee, 2018).  

Roasters place orders to have coffee shipped from importer warehouses to their roasteries 

across the U.S. Roasting companies roast the coffee and test it for quality through the cupping 

process. From that point, the roaster may package their coffee to sell to a retailer or wholesale 

partner, or sell the coffee directly to consumers (Counter Culture Coffee, 2018).  

It is clear that with various entities involved, the complex coffee supply chain makes 

prioritization of sustainability issues and indicators difficult. Production by many smallholder 

farmers is a unique characteristic of the industry that is of particular concern, as the 

Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) has stated that these rural smallholder 

farmers will be disproportionately affected by the impacts of climate change (Porter et al., 

2014). Coffee is also vulnerable to the impacts of climate change similar to any other tropical 

crop. As regional temperatures rise, suitability for coffee farming will decrease and cultivation 

will be forced to migrate to either higher latitudes or higher altitudes in search of more 
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favorable climatic conditions (Porter et al., 2014). Increases in pests and diseases due in part to 

climate change have already occurred, such as the recent coffee leaf rust outbreak during the 

2012-2013 harvest, which affected almost 600,000 hectares (ha) of coffee farms in the Latin 

American region (ICO, 2013). 

Geographically diverse sourcing, high-volume trading, a complex supply chain, and climate 

change threats characterize the coffee industry. The unique combination of these factors makes 

the sector an interesting case study for sustainability.  

1.3. Current State and Shortcomings of Sustainability Measurement in the 

Coffee Sector  

Given the multitude of drivers for sustainability assessment and the numerous methods of 

doing so, there is a need for a standardized sustainability measurement protocol in the 

industry. Coffee stakeholder groups and organizations have historically attempted to do this in 

a few different ways.  

The Committee on Sustainability Assessment (COSA) has a master list of indicators that they 

have identified for sustainability measurement in agriculture. COSA states that their indicators 

are easy to adopt, cost effective to measure, accurately assess the most relevant information 

for decision-making, and are aligned with global sustainability standards such as the United 

Nations Sustainable Development Goals (COSA, 2019). Their Indicator Library encompasses 

social, economic, and environmental indicators and is separated by common themes and core 

elements of each sustainability pillar (COSA, 2019).  

Voluntary sustainability standards are another incredibly common way in which the industry 

has attempted standardization of metrics, and include certification schemes and practice 

protocols  (Samper & Quiñones-Ruiz, 2017). The most notable of these are Nespresso’s AAA, 4C 

Association, Starbucks C.A.F.E. Practices, Fairtrade, Organic, Rainforest Alliance, and UTZ 

Certified (Samper & Quiñones-Ruiz, 2017).  
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As part of their commitment to the Sustainable Coffee Challenge, The Sustainability Consortium 

(TSC) has developed a toolkit in which they identify sustainability hotspots in the coffee supply 

chain. TSC also provides guidance on which Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) organizations 

throughout the supply chain should measure and report (TSC, 2016; TSC, 2018).  

Most recently, the Global Coffee Platform (GCP) has partnered with COSA, Rainforest Alliance, 

and ISEAL Alliance to develop the Coffee Data Project. The Project is led by international 

experts from these organizations and has identified a list of 15 high level indicators that they 

see as a common set of metrics to measure coffee sustainability (GCP & COSA, 2018). The 

intention behind the Project’s work is to “develop a technical standard to facilitate data 

interoperability & exchange between different data platforms and technologies” (GCP, 2019a). 

The GCP announced that the results of the project would be released in March 2019 (GCP, 

2019a). However, their results had not been published as of the date of this report and 

therefore could not be incorporated into my results and discussion.  

These attempts to provide guidance regarding which metrics to measure and how to go about 

measuring them are ambitious and greatly needed in the coffee sector. A set of standardized 

sustainability metrics would enable efficient collaboration, comparative studies, and collective 

learning to take place among coffee stakeholder groups (Global Coffee Report, 2016). However, 

it is important that these efforts take into consideration the distinct perspectives of each 

stakeholder group in the supply chain (Springer et al., 2015). Producers, cooperatives, 

exporters, importers, roasters, retailers, and consumers presumably have different and 

potentially conflicting strategies and behaviors that lead to different views of how to go about 

sustainability measurement. Difficulty in aligning strategies throughout the supply chain can be 

one of the largest hurdles in developing reliable, consistent metrics (Bendoly et al., 2007; 

Hassini et al., 2012). Therefore, each of these coffee stakeholder groups groups should first be 

considered independently in any efforts to standardize sustainability measurement. Following 

individual examination, the strategies and prioritizations of each group can be compared, 

negotiated, and aligned.  
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Even after scaling down consideration to individual supply chain entities (producers, importers, 

exporters, roasters, etc.), developing a common set of metrics remains a challenge due to the 

range of firm sizes and capabilities. Performance and sustainability measures are intended to 

“capitalize on a firms’ internal competencies and use them to strengthen its external 

competencies”, but coordinating the competencies of various firms poses a challenge to metric 

standardization (Bendoly et al., 2007; Hassini et al., 2012). A larger company may have more 

resources, and therefore a greater ability to measure and track certain metrics. In the case of 

the coffee sector, some roasting companies roast 25,000 bags of coffee per year while others 

roast upwards of eight million bags per year (Steemers et al., 2016). It is possible that roasters 

at the larger end of this spectrum have more resources in the form of funding and labor that 

allow them to pursue more comprehensive sustainability measurement initiatives.  

Similarly, a company may partner with other organizations to pursue their sustainability 

initiatives. It is possible that these partnerships facilitate the designing, tracking, and reporting 

of certain metrics and increase the feasibility of sustainability assessment. The importance of 

forming partnerships with supply chain partners and government and non-governmental 

organizations has been stressed repeatedly in literature regarding transparency and reporting 

(Elkington, 1999; Hassini et al., 2012).  

Another factor that may influence a company’s approach to sustainability and sustainability 

measurement is the internal strategy of the firm. A company will make management decisions 

based on their underlying management theory and internal mission (Bendoly et al., 2007; 

Hassini et al., 2012). In terms of sustainability, this means the reason a company chooses to 

pursue sustainability measurement in the first place. Different motivations for sustainability 

measurement among different firms throughout the coffee supply chain can be yet another 

barrier to establishing a set of common indicators.  

1.4. A Call for Participatory Standardization  

Despite efforts to create consensus, there is still a need for standardization of sustainability 

indicators across the coffee industry. The SCA, GCP, IDH Sustainable Trade Initiative, and 
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Sustainable Coffee Challenge highlighted the need for such standardization in their 2016 Coffee 

Sustainability Catalogue and the more recent Coffee Data Project developed by GCP and COSA 

is a noteworthy step in the right direction (Steemers, 2016; GCP, 2019a). However, these 

current efforts overlook the intricacies and complexities of the industry. Broad sweeping 

surveys of industry representatives and roasters may lead to substantial data-supported 

recommendations, but the voices of the largest international entities will inevitably 

overshadow those of the many micro, small, and medium roasters in the industry. With 

multiple disjointed efforts to standardize sustainability measurement in the coffee sector, the 

need to incorporate the perspectives of these smaller roasters and their experiences has never 

been greater.  

2. OBJECTIVE 

The overarching objective of this research is to inform coffee industry groups, such as the 

Specialty Coffee Association (SCA) and the Global Coffee Platform (GCP), about the methods of 

sustainability measurement currently being used by smaller roasters and highlight the main 

challenges that these roasters face in their pursuit of measurement. Ultimately, understanding 

the experiences of these smaller firms should inform current industry efforts to standardize 

sustainability indicators across the coffee sector. In addition, this research is intended to 

facilitate communication and the exchange of ideas among smaller-scale roasters by 

highlighting the commonalities in their experiences with sustainability measurement.  

My research questions are:  

1) How does the scale/size of a roaster affect their sustainability measurement methods? 

2) How do partnerships with different types of organizations affect a small-scale roaster’s 

sustainability measurement? 

3) How does a roaster’s motivation or reason for measuring influence their sustainability 

measurement?  
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It is important to note that when asking participants questions related to these topics, I did not 

provide a definition of what I considered to be a sustainability metric. Individuals had the 

opportunity to interpret the terms “sustainability” and “sustainability metrics” however they 

saw fit based on their personal perspectives and experiences. 

3. METHODS 

It should be noted that there is no industry wide or commonly accepted standard for 

categorizing roasting companies by their size. In the 2016 Coffee Sustainability Catalogue, the 

SCA, GCP, IDH Sustainable Trade Initiative, and Sustainable Coffee Challenge categorized 

roasters by the amount of green coffee the company roasts per year, measured in units of 

number of bags and metric tons (Steemers, 2016). However, the intention of that research was 

to capture a representative sample of the coffee industry by coffee volume (Kim Elena Ionescu, 

personal communication, December 2018). Therefore, the target audience of participants 

consisted of some of the largest coffee roasting companies worldwide and the categories for 

roaster size are disproportionately skewed because of this. Considering the objective of my 

research is to capture the perspective of the smaller roasters who were not prioritized in the 

2016 report, I felt the use of those size categories to restrict my sample population would not 

be appropriate.  

Roast Magazine, a bi-annual technical trade publication, defines roasting companies by size for 

their Roaster of the Year competition each year. For purposes of the competition, micro 

roasters are defined as those that roast less than 100,000 pounds green coffee per year and 

macro roasters are defined as those that roast more than 100,000 pounds per year (Roast 

Magazine, 2019). While the micro category is reasonable, the macro category would encompass 

the overwhelming majority of roasters worldwide, from a small cafe roaster with five 

employees to the international roaster giant Keurig Dr Pepper (formerly Keurig Green 

Mountain). Therefore, I also felt that this size categorization was too binary for the purposes of 

my research. 
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I chose to measure a roaster’s size by asking roaster representatives for two pieces of 

information: the pounds of green coffee the company roasts per year and the number of 

employees they have. This information about survey participants have been compiled and is 

reported in Section 4. For the sake of simplification, the term “smaller-scale roasters” will be 

used throughout the report to indicate the targeted participants and audience of micro-, small-, 

and medium-sized coffee roasters.  

3.1. Primary Data Collection 

The initial stage of data collection consisted on key actor interviews with representatives from 

coffee roasting companies, as well as a few industry groups. The intention of these interviews 

was to sample a small, yet diverse group of individuals to gather a range of general themes and 

perspectives pertaining to the research questions listed above. The qualitative information that 

was obtained through these interviews was then used to inform the development of the online 

survey instrument. This online survey was intended to validate the common themes that were 

identified through my interviews with a larger sample size and perhaps provide some more 

detail about these themes. 

3.1.1. Key Actor Interviews  

A total of 15 key actor interviews were conducted between November 2018 and January 2019. 

The initial interviewees were identified through online research of sustainably focused micro, 

small, and medium roasters and with the help of the SCA. The subsequent interviewees were 

selected using snowball sampling, which is a non-probability sampling technique that aims to 

identify participants by asking current participants to refer the researcher to additional 

individuals who are knowledgeable about the topics of interest (Miller, 2018; Palinkas et al., 

2015). This method places an emphasis on similar characteristics among participants with the 

intention of examining commonalities within the sample group (Palinkas et al., 2015). An initial 

recruitment email was sent to potential participants explaining my role as a graduate student 

and the context of my research. Prior to each interview, respondents signed and returned a 
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consent form. See the recruitment email template in Appendix A and the consent form in 

Appendix B. 

Ten individuals who work for micro, small, or medium scale roasters across the U.S. (with 

headquarters located in North Carolina, Texas, Florida, California, Oregon, and Virginia) were 

interviewed regarding their company’s approach to sustainability and quantitative sustainability 

assessment. If the roaster representative’s firm did not have a robust sustainability tracking or 

reporting program, they were asked about their perspectives on sustainability measurement in 

the industry as a whole. Five industry representatives were also interviewed who were able to 

provide insight into broader sustainability measurement trends in the coffee industry, but only 

three of these five interviews were recorded and used in data analysis. Three of these 

individuals were affiliated with coffee research organizations, one individual was affiliated with 

a coffee producer collective, and one individual was affiliated with a nonprofit that operates in 

the coffee industry. 

The interviews were semi-structured and lasted anywhere from 42 minutes to 59 minutes. The 

interview consisted of four main sections that asked participants about their company’s, or the 

industry’s, definition of sustainability, quantification of sustainability, barriers to measurement, 

and any suggested individuals or resources to look into for the purpose of my snowball 

sampling method. Three interviews took place in person and the remaining 12 interviews were 

conducted over the phone. The VoiceRecorder and Google Voice mobile applications were used 

to record the in-person and phone interviews, respectively. 

See the semi-structured interview guides for roasters and industry representatives in Appendix 

C. 

3.1.2. Survey  

Survey Development  

Survey development began in December 2018 alongside the interview process and continued 

until February 2019 as common themes emerged in the qualitative data. While the key actor 
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interviews were intended to gather perspectives from both roasters and other knowledgeable 

individuals in the coffee industry, the survey was intended to only examine firsthand accounts 

from the micro, small, and medium roasters themselves.  

The survey was built using Duke Qualtrics software and was approved by Duke University’s IRB 

prior to distribution. The number of questions any single roaster representative was asked was 

variable due to the fact that dependencies were built into the survey based on participants’ 

responses to certain questions. The minimum possible number of questions asked was 11 and 

the maximum number of questions asked was 14. The participants were able to skip any 

question they did not wish to answer. The survey consisted of five general sections: roasting 

company size information, company use of sustainability metrics, reasons and motivation for 

measurement, existing partnerships, and demographic information. 

The company size section asked participants how many pounds of green coffee their company 

roasts per year and how many employees their company has. These two questions were asked 

so that responses could potentially be used as explanatory variables for the respondent’s 

answers to the remaining questions in the survey. Participants were then asked whether their 

company measures sustainability metrics, and if so, which types of metrics. Questions regarding 

reasons and motivation for measurement asked participants what they believe to be the 

primary reason to track sustainability metrics, then touched on reasons such as internal 

accountability, external accountability, and difficulty of measurement. Unless the respondent 

selected that their company does not record any quantitative sustainability metrics earlier in 

the survey, they were asked what types of entities they have partnered with for measurement 

efforts, if any, and how helpful these partnerships were in designing or tracking metrics. 

Demographic information included roasting company affiliation, position within the company, 

average amount of time spent on sustainability matters as part of their position, and highest 

level of education received. 

See the online survey instrument in Appendix D. 
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Survey Distribution 

The survey was distributed using an anonymous reusable link that was sent to every individual 

who had been contacted for an interview during the first phase of my research, regardless of 

whether they had responded to the initial interview recruitment email. In addition, I sent the 

survey link to 37 contacts affiliated with micro- to mid-sized roasters that were provided by 

World Coffee Research (Greg Meenahan, personal communication, February 2019). I asked that 

the roaster representatives share the survey link with other roasters of similar size, and that the 

industry representatives share the survey link with any roasters they had relationships with. 

Therefore, I am not able to know how many individuals received the survey link. I also asked if 

individuals chose to share the survey link with others, that they send a reminder to complete 

the survey one week after their initial messages. The survey was active from February 22, 2019 

until March 15, 2019. 

Of the 40 responses that were received, 35 submissions were complete. Therefore, the survey 

had a response rate of 88 percent. 

3.2. Data Analysis 

Key Actor Interviews  

I analyzed the qualitative information from key actor interviews by transcribing the interview 

recordings and coding the transcriptions using QSR International’s NVivo 12 qualitative analysis 

software (NVivo, 2018). I began coding using a coding guide roughly based on my interview 

guides, but revised the nodes iteratively throughout the coding process. The coding guide 

ultimately focused on five themes: 

A. Area of focus under the broader sustainability umbrella 

B. Metrics currently measured by small-scale roasters and why 

C. Feasibility of sustainability measurement 

D. Influence of roasting company size on sustainability measurement  

E. Partnership support for general sustainability efforts and sustainability measurement 
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A sixth theme, labeled “Other”, was included to code useful quotes and facts, unclear 

discussion, and mention of resources or other research to look into. See the coding guide 

included in Appendix E.  

Survey  

Survey responses were compiled using Qualtrics software. Incomplete responses were excluded 

from analysis. For multiple choice questions, totals and percentages for each response were 

calculated. For Likert scale questions, average ratings for each answer choice were calculated. 

Average company size (according to pounds coffee roaster per year and number of employees 

of company) was calculated for two subsamples: companies who measure sustainability 

metrics, and those that do not.  

Responses were visualized within Qualtrics software using pie charts and bar charts, as seen in 

Section 4 of this report.  

3.3. Limitations and Bias  

I acknowledge that inherent biases and limitations exist in my research methodology. The first 

potential source of bias is that the results of this research are prone to coverage error, which is 

the possibility that the sampling methods used did not result in adequate coverage of the 

intended population (Dillman et al., 2014). The use of a snowball sampling approach could have 

limited the diversity of my interview sample population or excluded smaller-scale roasters in 

different social networks than the roasters whom I contacted. The survey link was distributed 

to the same individuals who were contacted for interviews, as well as a list of 37 contacts 

provided by World Coffee Research (see Section 3.1.2). Individuals were asked to share the 

survey link with any other micro- to mid-sized roasters in their network who they believed 

would be interested in participating in my research. Therefore, it is likely that my survey 

reached only those individuals who felt strongly about sustainability in the coffee industry to a 

certain extent, who were comfortable sharing their views and company affiliation, and who 

were comfortable aligning themselves with Duke University. It is possible that my interview and 
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survey sampling did not reach certain other smaller-scale roasters in the U.S. whose 

perspectives could have altered my results. 

My results are also subject to sampling error, which is any error that might occur due to the 

inherent fact that only a subset of the target population was sampled (Singleton & Straits, 

2009). It is not feasible to reach every micro- to mid-sized roaster in the U.S. for input, but I 

attempted to reach as large of a sample of that population as possible within my timeframe 

through snowball sampling and making use of social networks. 

The results of the survey portion of this study are subject to nonresponse error. This stems 

from the fact that not all individuals within the identified sample responded to the survey, or 

any particular question of the survey (Dillman et al., 2014). Individuals were able to willingly opt 

in to the survey after reading the key information provided in my recruitment emails (see 

Appendix A) and on the “Welcome” page of the online survey (see Appendix D). Respondents 

were also able to skip any survey question and quit the survey at any time. In addition to the 35 

survey responses I received, 5 individuals did not complete the survey once they began. 

Finally, I acknowledge my personal bias that I may have brought to this research as an 

environmental management student with an academic background, and as a generally 

sustainably focused individual outside of my academic or professional work. However, I have 

made an effort to avoid letting any of my preconceived ideas or previous knowledge influence 

my research methodology, interpretation of results, or writing of this report.  

4. RESULTS 

Five main themes were identified through the interview process, which were explored further 

through the collection of survey data, as previously mentioned in the Data Analysis portion of 

the Methods section of this report. The range of perspectives under these themes, from my 

analysis of both the interview and survey data, are discussed in Sections 4.1 through 4.5.  
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Out of the 15 interviewees, five were industry representatives who were associated with either 

industry research organizations or entities throughout the coffee value chain other than 

roasting businesses. All five interviewees were selected due to the fact that they had several 

years of experience in the coffee sector and particular interests in sustainability of the industry. 

Although the work of each of the five industry representatives related to sustainability in some 

way, their specific focuses ranged across the three pillars of sustainability (social, economic, 

environmental). The first few of the ten roaster representative interviewees were identified 

with the help of the SCA and through online research, while subsequent interviewees were 

identified through snowball sampling. Roaster representatives held a range of positions and job 

titles, but were ultimately the individuals within their respective companies who were able to 

make decisions regarding sustainability for their company.  

The 35 survey respondents were Founders, Chief Executive Officers, Owners, departmental 

directors, and Account Managers with coffee roasting companies. Only three respondents held 

positions specifically related to sustainability. Over 50 percent of respondents had received a 

Bachelor’s degree, approximately 22 percent held a Master’s degree, and one respondent 

received a Doctoral degree. The remaining participants had received Associate degrees or 

below. The size of roasting companies varied from 1,200 to 6 million pounds of green coffee 

roasted per year and 1 to 900 employees. The mean size of roasting companies was 583,471 

pounds green coffee roasted per year and 63 employees. On average, survey participants 

reported that they spend 19 percent of their time each week on sustainability related work for 

their position. However, responses to this questions ranged from 0-100 percent. Of the 35 

respondents, 24 stated that their roasting company records sustainability metrics.  

4.1. Area of focus under the broader sustainability umbrella 

In interviews, key actors were directly asked whether they felt that the industry tends to or 

generally has a desire to focus on a particular pillar of sustainability or segment of the coffee 

supply chain. However, perspectives related to the industry’s focus under the broader 
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sustainability umbrella were also provided unprompted and were included in this theme during 

analysis.  

When discussing the coffee industry’s approach to sustainability, roasters and industry 

representatives expressed a current focus on the economic and social pillars of sustainability 

more so than the environmental aspects of the coffee production, processing, roasting, and 

consumption. Interviewees mentioned this focus on “people” and “profits” over “planet” either 

as a general trend that they have observed in the industry, or in the context of their own 

company operations. Some attributed the prioritization of economic and social matters to a 

shift in industry attitudes that took place after the dramatic drop of the C-price of coffee 

(international price of coffee, see Section 1.2) in the early 2000s, as one industry representative 

explained.  

In the [1990s] it felt like there was a major focus on the environment. . . . And 

then, because of the collapse of the International Coffee Agreement, and the 

drop in the commodity future's price for coffee and the low levels that it hit 

around 2000, 2001, I think that kind of shifted the conversation at the industry 

level into “Oh my gosh, people are not making a living . . . we need to think 

about the human element of coffee because the prices aren't enough to cover 

the sort of social needs.” . . . I would say [this] shifted that thinking around what 

sustainability meant or how it was measured or the balance a little bit from 

environmental to social/economic. And I think it’s been there ever since. 

(Personal communication, January 2019).  

Other key actors attributed the focus on economic and social issues to the fact that 

these issues are more directly related to the actions of roasting companies themselves. 

Some roasting company representatives expanded on this perspective and stated that 

by prioritizing the economic and social pillars of sustainability in their coffee buying 

actions, they enable their producing partners to take the third sustainability pillar 

(environmental factors) into consideration during coffee cultivation.  
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It's primarily economic and social. The environmental part, as much as we care 

about it, we had to rely on our farm partners to be the front people with that. . . 

. We can have a more direct and immediate and lasting effect [on economic and 

social factors]. And I think, honestly, the fact that we're committed to getting 

more revenue to our farm partners ends up giving them the agency and power 

to focus on environmental issues on their farms. (Personal communication, 

January 2019). 

Throughout almost all of the interviews, discussions of sustainability initially revolved 

around the production segment of the value chain. This sentiment can be heard in the 

two findings and examples provided above. When asked whether the industry has 

traditionally focused sustainability initiatives on any one segment of the coffee value 

chain, interviewees overwhelmingly confirmed that producers receive much of the 

attention. Interviewees echoed the key actor quoted above in expressing that roasting 

companies should prioritize sustainability issues that are under their relevant influence. 

The business of coffee roasting companies is to buy and sell coffee, so interviewees 

expressed that roasters should make a point to consider the sustainability of their 

sourcing practices, first and foremost.  

Key actors also commonly cited the fact that farmers are the foundation of the entire 

coffee industry as justification to focus on production. Without farmers, the exporters, 

importers, roasters, and retailers down the supply chain would have no product to 

handle. Many interviewees believed that sustainable sourcing deserves the most 

attention out of all segments of the coffee value chain for this reason.  

Regardless of whether they identified an intentional or unintentional emphasis on a 

particular pillar of sustainability or segment of the value chain, almost all interviewees 

added the caveat that a comprehensive approach to sustainability is needed. Key actors 

felt that social, economic, and environmental issues are too interconnected and the 

coffee value chain is too complex for sustainability efforts to be segmented according to 

either framework, even if this may not be the case in reality.  
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A focus on producer communities was echoed in the majority of discussions about 

sustainability measurement. Interviewees also most often mentioned that metrics 

related to economic sustainability are more common than those associated with the 

other two pillars of sustainability. Price paid for coffee was the most common metric 

mentioned in these discussions and one of the two most commonly measured metrics 

according to survey results (Figure 3). However, some interviewees and survey 

participants expressed concern for the industry’s lack of focus on true producer 

profitability. These individuals stated that economic metrics need to go beyond FOB 

(Free on Board) price, or the price that a roaster pays for the coffee ready for export, 

and look closely at how much of that money is actually reaching the hands of the 

producer (Kraft, 2017). As one survey participant explained, “While FOB gives a 

reference tool to estimate payment levels it unfortunately often does not accurately 

reflect what the farmgate price to actual farmers is after many further transactions 

down the chain” (Personal communication, March 2019).  

Unlike discussions of general sustainability efforts, very few references were made to 

social metrics in discussions of sustainability measurement. Only one interviewee 

indicated that the metrics quantified and tracked by their roasting company focus more 

on social sustainability than on the economic or environmental aspects.  

After sustainability metrics related to coffee production, metrics associated with roaster 

operations was the second most common focus of sustainability measurement 

mentioned by interviewees. Although interviewees expressed prioritization of social and 

economic sustainability in producer communities and a focus on the specific 

measurement of economic sustainability in these communities, discussions of 

sustainability measurement at the roaster operations level mainly revolved around 

environmental metrics. Industry group and roaster representatives not only 

straightforwardly acknowledged that the metrics recorded pertaining to roaster 

operations generally tend to focus on environmental sustainability, but this trend was 

also reflected in discussions of exactly which types of metrics roasters are currently 
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measuring. Indicators pertaining to energy efficiency, greenhouse gas emissions, and 

waste diversion were some of the most commonly mentioned indicators at the roaster 

operations level, as discussed in the next section.  

4.2. Metrics currently measured by small-scale roasters and why 

Key actors associated with roasting companies were asked which sustainability metrics their 

company measures, if any. Roaster representatives associated with companies that do not 

currently measure any metrics, as well as industry representatives, were asked which metrics 

they see most frequently recorded and reported by smaller roasters. However, discussions of 

commonly measured sustainability metrics occurred throughout interviews as well, outside of 

responses to these two specific questions.  

In interview discussions of the metrics that roasters use to quantify or assess their 

sustainability, 17 types of metrics were identified (see Coding Guide in Appendix E). Metrics 

related to financial sustainability of producers were mentioned most often, which reflects the 

perspective voiced by many key actors that sustainability measurement in the industry tends to 

focus on economic factors. Most key actors identified price paid for coffee as the specific metric 

used as an indicator for producer financial sustainability. Survey results confirmed this majority, 

as 21 of the 24 respondents whose companies record sustainability metrics indicated that they 

record the price paid for coffee (Figure 3).  

In interviews, most key actors discussed roasters comparing the price they pay for coffee to 

either the C-price (international price of coffee, see Section 1.2) or the Fairtrade Minimum 

Price, which is a minimum price set by Fairtrade International that is intended to cover the 

average cost of production for farmers (Fairtrade International, 2019). However, some 

participants expressed that thorough metrics more directly related to producer profitability and 

cost of production need to be measured.  
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But for me, it's really income; it's really profitability. . . .and if [roasters] were concerned 

more about that rather than checking the environmental box, checking this box, 

checking that box. . . . I think the results would be much better for the industry, much 

better for the farmer in the long term because if a coffee farmer is not profitable, that's 

the foundation of the supply chain. (Personal communication, January 2019).  

Some roaster representatives interviewed have measured or are working towards measuring 

these types of more thorough producer financial sustainability metrics, but many expressed the 

need for projects and research to collect this data in the industry.  

Measurement of greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions was also a prominent theme in discussions of 

the metrics that roasters are currently measuring. Key actors mainly mentioned tracking GHG 

emissions associated with the coffee product itself or with activities related to coffee roasting, 

such as shipping of green coffee, roastery operation, cafe practices, purchase of carbon offsets, 

and the carbon footprint of various milk options and alternatives used in coffee drinks. A few 

key actors expanded their discussion of GHGs to include the emissions associated with 

corporate travel and personal behaviors of roasting company employees.  Although GHG 

emissions were mentioned often in key actor interviews, only nine of the 24 roasters surveyed 

who measure sustainability metrics indicated that they measure GHG emissions (Figure 3). GHG 

emissions was the least common metric measured by roasters out of the six metrics listed on 

the survey.  

Metrics related to energy use/efficiency and waste generation at roaster operations (including 

roasteries, offices, and cafes) and charitable donations were also some of the metrics most 

frequently mentioned in key actor interviews. Information related to energy use/efficiency 

included tracking energy use by kilowatt hour (but not relating it to GHG emissions or carbon 

offsets, in which case the discussion was coded as “GHG” metrics), direct sourcing of renewable 

energy, or using energy efficient roasting machines that reduce natural gas consumption. The 

prevalence of recording energy use/efficiency metrics was supported by survey results, with 71 

percent of sustainability metric-measuring roasters indicating that they record this type of 

information (Figure 3).  
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Discussion of metrics related to waste generation at roaster operations included reducing 

overall waste or diverting waste from the landfill through recycling or composting programs, 

measured in pounds of waste. Most key actors described measurement of waste in roasteries 

and office locations, but representatives from roasting companies with cafe locations also 

discussed tracking the waste going to landfill at cafes and efforts to incorporate recyclable or 

compostable to-go cups and lids at these locations. Metrics related to waste generation were 

not included as an option on the survey question related to which metrics roasters currently 

measure. However, three of the 24 roasters who were asked this question wrote in responses 

related to waste generation in the “Other” answer option.  

The prevalence of GHG emissions, energy use/efficiency, and waste generation in interview and 

survey results suggests that there is support key actors’ claims that there is an emphasis on 

environmental sustainability measurement at the roaster level, as discussed in Section 4.1.  

Charitable donations were mentioned by approximately half of the key actors in interviews as a 

metric that is recorded by roasters. These key actors generally mentioned financial donations to 

either mission-driven organizations in their local community or to non-profit or 

non-governmental organizations that work in origin countries. Although only half of key actors 

mentioned charitable donations in interviews, this was one of the top metrics recorded by 

roasters according to survey results, with  21 of the 24 roasters indicating that they record and 

track charitable donations (Figure 3).  
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Figure 3. Metrics recorded by smaller-scale coffee roasters, as indicated by survey results.  

According to interview data, percent certified coffee purchased and internal social metrics 

related to the roasting company (such as employee compensation and workforce diversity) 

were also common metrics measured, but mentions of these metrics were minimal compared 

to the those discussed above. However, survey data showed that these two types of indicators 

were measured more often than GHG emissions (Figure 3).  

It should be noted that social metrics related to producer communities, such as labor and food 

scarcity information, were very rarely mentioned by key actors in interviews. This may reflect 

the trend mentioned by key actors that measurement of producer social sustainability is lacking 

in the industry compared to other areas of sustainability and the coffee value chain (see Section 

4.1).  

When asked what the motivation is for roasters to measure sustainability metrics, key actors 

most frequently mentioned reasons related to marketing, or external accountability. As one 

roaster representative said, “When we are building these [sustainability] reports and identifying 

metrics, I'm constantly keeping the consumer in mind” (Personal communication, December 

2018). Another roaster expressed a similar consumer-focused mindset when referencing 
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sustainability metrics by stating, “If the customer's not happy, none of this matters” (Personal 

communication, December 2018).  

While interviewees were able to discuss multiple rationales for measurement in their 

responses, roasting company survey participants were asked to choose a singular main 

motivation to measure sustainability metrics, out of the six rationales commonly discussed in 

interviews (Figure 4). External, customer-focused accountability was the second most common 

main motivation selected among survey respondents, with 18 percent of respondents 

indicating this as the main motivation to record sustainability metrics (Figure 4).  

One industry representative interviewed suggested that marketing is a more significant 

motivation for smaller-sized roasters than the possible financial benefits of quantifying and 

tracking their impacts.  

So the marketing and the kind of consumer engagement and reputational benefit is 

much more meaningful for small and medium roasters and much more of a driver than 

this idea that, "This is good for the bottom line." So where they are, there is a 

recognizable like consumers or consumer-facing [push]. So part of the desire for 

sustainability reporting is often motivated by brand positioning towards consumers. 

(Personal communication, January 2019).  

Additional interview data show support for this industry representative’s perspective, as only 

two of the key actors interviewed mentioned financial health of the company as a motivation to 

measure sustainability metrics.  

After marketing purposes, key actors most frequently mentioned internal accountability as a 

motivation to track and record any sustainability metrics in the first place. Interviewees 

expressed that sustainability metrics are a way to validate their business practices and 

decisions. The perspectives given by the key actors below were echoed by many of the roaster 

representatives interviewed:  
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I see it as, we say that this is the way that we buy coffee, how do we prove that? Or, if 

this is our kind of philosophy about how we want to buy coffee, how well are we doing 

at meeting that philosophy? And we need to quantify that somehow. . . . I want it to be 

kind of the accountability tool. (Personal communication, December 2018).  

I see numbers coming back to how you tell your story as a way to prove that you're 

doing what you say you do. (Personal communication, December 2018).  

We want to know that the perceived good that we're working towards is an actual 

tangible good. (Personal communication, January 2019).  

Survey results confirmed the significance of internal accountability as a reason to quantify 

sustainability information, as 45 percent of survey respondents selected this as the main 

motivation to measure sustainability metrics (Figure 4).  

A similar, but slightly different, perspective was also provided by key actors in which they 

indicated that sustainability metrics are recorded in order to communicate the roasting 

company’s mission internally. In other words, one of the main reasons to quantify sustainable 

practices is to clearly and concisely prove to roasting company employees that the company is 

operating according to its intended sustainability strategy. Although this was a common theme 

throughout interviews, only one survey respondent selected this as the primary reason to 

measure metrics (Figure 4).  

Finally, third-party certifications or sustainability standards organizations were mentioned by a 

few key actors as motivation for roasters to measure sustainability metrics. These included B 

Corporation, USDA Organic, Fairtrade, and Rainforest Alliance certifications. Survey results 

reflected interview results that some, but not many, roasters see certifications as the main 

reason for measurement. Only six percent of survey respondents indicated that certifications 

are the singular main motivation to measure sustainability metrics (Figure 4).  

Although the use of metrics to inform future company decisions was rarely mentioned in 

interviews, five survey respondents selected this as roaster’s primary motivation for recording 

sustainability metrics (Figure 4).  
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Figure 4. Main motivation to track and record sustainability metrics, as indicated by survey 

respondents.  

It is possible that a coffee roasting company’s reason for measuring sustainability may affect 

which sustainability metrics they believe are the most important to record and track. With this 

in mind, roasters were asked in the survey which metrics they believed to be the most crucial 

for the two most common motivations for measurement (internal accountability to validate 

business practices and external accountability geared towards customers, or marketing). Survey 

participants were able to select up to three metrics, out of the six commonly measured metrics 

discussed in interviews and three “other” fill-in choices of their own. Price paid for coffee and 

internal social indicators were of slightly higher importance for internal accountability purposes 

than for marketing purposes (Figure 5). Charitable donations and percent certified coffee 

purchased were of higher importance for marketing purposes than for internal accountability 

purposes (Figure 5). Energy use/efficiency metrics were indicated as important (although not 

very important) for internal accountability purposes, but were not selected as important 

metrics for marketing purposes (Figure 5). Other than these slight differences, generally the 

same metrics were selected as important for each of the two purposes.  
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Figure 5. Importance of various sustainability metrics for the purposes of internal accountability 

to validate business practices (left) and external, customer-focused accountability (right).  

The results of this specific survey question may indicate that a roaster’s motivation for 

measurement do not affect which metrics they choose to measure. However, it is possible that 

motivation behind measuring is just one piece of a larger puzzle. Key actors mentioned in 

interviews that there are a range of factors that influence the sustainability measurement 

methods of a coffee roasting company.  

When asked who or what influences the specific metrics that a roasting company measures, key 

actors generally brought up factors internal to their company, factors external to their company 

but internal to the industry, and factors external to the industry (Table 1).  
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Table 1. Factors influencing which metrics a roasting company measures, as indicated through 

key actor interviews.  

The company’s internal mission, guidance from coffee organizations, and certification/reporting 

standards were the most common influences discussed by key actors. Statements regarding the 

influence from a company’s mission mirrored the sentiment that was expressed when 

discussing internal accountability as a major motivation to measure any sustainability metrics in 

the first place.  

I think our jumping off point [to decide which metrics to measure] would be looking at 

our strategy at our vision. We have our mission and our vision as a company. . . . And so 

I think coming together and really looking at our strategy that we have set out and 

looking at if whatever that decision is or whatever that new metric is, if it's going to be 

something that's going to help move us toward that. Or what metrics we need to add in 

to help move us towards that. (Personal communication, January 2018).  

Many key actors mentioned that a roaster company’s internal mission is often the guiding 

factor that determines the difference between what they could measure, and what they should 

measure. Sustainability can be taken in many different directions, so the company’s core values 

and goals are ultimately what influences their selection of indicators.  

Interviewees frequently mentioned that research and guidance distributed by coffee 

organizations such as the Specialty Coffee Association influence which metrics they choose to 

track. Other coffee industry organizations mentioned included the National Coffee Association 

and Transparent Trade Coffee, which is an initiative of Emory University’s Goizueta Business 
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School that is focused on price transparency and producer profitability (Transparent Trade 

Coffee, 2019).  

Conversations regarding the influence of certifications and reporting standards most often 

revolved around B Corporation (B Corp) Certification, but voluntary sustainability standards 

such as CDP and the Global Reporting Initiative were also mentioned. B Corp is a certification 

for “businesses that meet the highest standards of verified social and environmental 

performance, public transparency, and legal accountability to balance profit and purpose” (B 

Lab, 2019). Their certification process is administered by the organization B Lab, and is a 

rigorous assessment that requires recertification every three years (B Lab, 2019). Most key 

actors stated that they hold these certifications or publish sustainability reports according to 

these reporting guidelines, so they abide by the metrics enforced by these entities in order to 

keep their certifications or compliance. However, a few key actors also noted that voluntary 

sustainability standards are looked to for sustainability measurement guidance, even for 

roasters who have no intention of going through the formal certification or reporting processes.  

4.3. Feasibility of sustainability measurement  

Few key actors explicitly mentioned feasibility of measurement a determining factor of which 

metrics roasting companies record and questions related to feasibility of measuring specific 

metrics were not directly asked in key actor interviews. However, some individuals at some 

point brought up the idea that certain metrics or types of metrics are more difficult to measure 

than others for a variety of reasons. In most instances, key actors referred to the fact that 

metrics related to practices at origin or producer profitability were the most challenging to 

track. As one roaster representative put it, “I feel like we've basically measured everything we 

can about our company operationally. Where more of the mystery lies is in the coffee origin 

side.” (Personal communication, January 2019).  

I decided to explore this topic of how feasible it is for roasters to measure certain sustainability 

metrics with my survey design. On the survey, participants were asked to rate how difficult it is, 

or would be, for them to measure the six most common metrics (according to key actor 
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interviews, see Section 4.2) on a Likert scale with 1 = extremely easy, 2 = somewhat easy, 3 = 

neither easy nor difficult, 4 = somewhat difficult, and 5 = extremely difficult. On average, 

roasters felt that greenhouse gas emissions was the most difficult metric to measure (M = 3.9, 

SD = 1.01), while charitable donations were the easiest to measure (M = 1.3, SD = 0.67; Figure 

6).  

 

Figure 6. Mean measurement difficulty scores for six of the most common sustainability metrics 

mentioned in key actor interviews, as indicated by survey results. 

In interviews, key actors also mentioned that certain sustainability metrics are more difficult to 

measure as a roasting company gets larger, but this effect of company size on sustainability 

measurement is discussed further in Section 4.4.  

Although key actors were not directly asked about the feasibility of measuring certain metrics, 

they were asked what the main barriers are that they face when measuring any sustainability 

metrics and what resources they would need to expand their measurement capabilities. The 

most common theme in these responses was the issue of complex data collection, 

management, and analysis.  
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Key actors mentioned the difficulty of collecting data related to roaster operations and business 

information, such as energy usage at roasteries, water usage at office headquarters, and 

company travel information. In this context, interviewees expressed that records containing 

this information exist, but simply compiling it from various roaster/office locations and multiple 

departments within the company is a burdensome task.  

That's data collection. I've done a lot of work to make our data collection systems easier 

. . . . It's just if we have 12 locations, each one has a set of utilities, then we have all of 

our company cars, then we have all the times when people use their own cars but for 

company travel, then we have everyone's flights, and then we have everyone's 

commuting data, it does get out of control really quickly, so I think having the capacity 

to take a hot second instead [to decide] what is the easiest way to collect this data that's 

going to be easy for this year and then each going into the future. That's I think a barrier 

for people because it does take a little bit of time and energy on the front end. (Personal 

communication, December 2018).  

Collection and analysis of data related to sourcing was also frequently mentioned, including 

information associated with coffee cultivation and processing in origin countries. The issue of 

compiling data from multiple locations (in this case, farms or countries) was also mentioned as 

one of the barriers in this context. However, the majority of interviewees felt that the main 

barrier in this context is the lack of recordkeeping at origin. These individuals expressed that 

disorganized or nonexistent records from coffee producers make it extremely difficult for 

roasting companies to track sustainability metrics related to production.  

To get all of the metrics out of those countries that you need to really produce a kind of 

a real, viable, meaningful sustainability report is mind boggling because, I mean, the 

farmers are small. They don't keep records a lot of the times. They don't give you the 

answers to the questions you ask them. . . . Record taking is poor and, in many cases, 

completely absent. (Personal communication, January 2019).  

To overcome this barrier of sustainability measurement, key actors suggested the need for 

streamlined data collection and management systems. Participants suggested various forms of 

software, systems, or online databases to accomplish this. Two individuals mentioned the 

Sustainability Tracking and Reporting Tool (START) as an attempt at streamlined data 
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management, which was developed by the SCA and Portland Roasting Coffee as a way to easily 

track sustainability metrics related to company operations (Giegerich, 2013). Unfortunately, 

START failed to gain traction and is no longer used in the industry (Personal communication, 

January 2019). Individuals also noted using fuel credit cards that track gallons of gasoline 

bought for company cars, as well as the possibility of using RFID technology to track 

information regarding a coffee product’s cultivation and processing at origin.  

Human capital in the form of employees or partners was the second most common response to 

questions regarding barriers to measurement or resources needed to measure metrics.  

The big physical barrier is just we are a small company and we just don't have a ton of 

labor that can [compile information]. . . . It does take somebody a lot of time to compile 

and keep that information. We tend to be-- we tend to work everybody that we have 

pretty hard. And so giving them an extra thing to do isn't easy. . . . I think if you're 

buying coffee in a legitimate manner, then everything is out there and traceable. It's just 

a matter of getting somebody to do it. 

Financial resources were also a prevalent limiting factor discussed by key actors. However, a 

need for additional labor still underlied most of these discussions around money. Some roaster 

representatives mentioned money needed to hire additional employees, while others 

mentioned money is needed to outsource sustainability measurement to partners.  

 If we had more money, I would totally hire someone to help out. (Personal 

communication, December 2018).  

So you can hire a company . . . to do a sustainability assessment at a particular origin but 

it's going to cost a bazillion dollars, and you're going to get a baseline if you haven't 

measured anything before. And then every time you want to know what's happening 

you have to go and do the whole thing again and do it again and do it again. And so up 

to this point, it has been out of reach financially. And for even bigger roasters, they are 

only able to do it in certain supply chains. (Personal communication, December 2018).  

Across interviews, the only non-resource barrier to sustainability measurement for smaller 

roasters mentioned was the lack of consensus among roasters regarding which sustainability 

metrics should be tracked and reported. Some key actors felt that roasting companies simply 
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have different ideas of what sustainability looks like but theoretically, these companies could 

get on the same page. Others suggested that roasting companies are constantly trying to 

differentiate themselves so competition will make it hard to agree on a standard measuring 

criteria system in the industry. The idea of partnering with other roasters is discussed further in 

Section 4.5.  

4.4. Influence of roasting company size on sustainability measurement 

Conversations during key actor interviews almost always included discussions pertaining to the 

effect of roaster company size on the company’s sustainability measurement methods. The 

majority of key actors mentioned, both prompted and unprompted, that smaller company size 

limits the ability to measure sustainability metrics. The most common reason for this was the 

idea that larger companies have more resources in the form of labor and funding, mirroring the 

results presented in Section 4.3 regarding feasibility of measurement.  

A company like Counter Culture maybe could undertake [sustainability measurement] 

like that. They're a lot bigger and they might have more resources for employing a 

[inaudible] or pursuing some kind of partnership or grant to do one of the things like 

research like that. But we're small and we just don't have the resources to. (Personal 

communication, December 2018).  

The roaster representatives whose companies have dedicated staff for sustainability purposes 

were generally from the larger roasting companies interviewed, and these individuals 

acknowledged that being able to afford sustainability measurement (in the form of employees 

and expenses) is an advantage. As one of the larger roasters interviewed expressed, “It's 

definitely labor intensive and to have a department of four working on sustainability exclusively 

is definitely a luxury.” (Personal communication, January 2019).  

Key actors also indicated that larger roasting companies buy more coffee, therefore have more 

buying power and are able to make requests for data from their production and supply chain 

partners (importers, exporters, etc.). These production and supply chain partners often have 

detailed sustainability information related to the way in which a particular batch of coffee was 
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grown and traded, which is highly sought after information by roasters looking to assess the 

sustainability of their supply chain. A representative from one of the smaller roasters 

interviewed expressed this when they stated, “I think though that as more smaller roasters, I 

think that we are led to believe that we can’t demand information from importers because 

we're so small and we have no say.” (Personal communication, December 2018).  

Some participants directly related more resources and greater buying power influence not only 

to a decrease in difficulty of measurement, but also the ability to report on a greater number of 

quantitative metrics. However, some participants also acknowledged that in some ways, 

growing larger as a company means more difficult or more complicated sustainability 

measurement. Similar to what was found throughout discussions of general feasibility of 

measurement, key actors believed that as a company grows, they may have more operational 

facilities (offices, roasteries, cafes) or more sourcing locations, which complicate data collection 

and management needed to track sustainability information. Only two individuals held the 

opinion that roasting company size does not necessarily influence sustainability measurement 

capabilities.  

However, key actors rarely clarified how, or by which criteria, they classified roaster company 

size. The most prevalent method in the industry of categorizing roasting companies is by the 

amount of coffee they roast per year, but descriptors such as number of employees, number of 

sourcing locations, number of offices, and number of cafe locations (if applicable) can also be 

used as measures of company size. I chose to use amount of coffee roasted per year and 

number of employees as indicators of company size in my survey design to further explore this 

theme. 

Survey results showed that roasting companies that measure sustainability metrics roasted 

more green coffee per year (Figure 7) and had more employees (Figure 8), on average, than 

roasting companies who do not measure sustainability metrics.  
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Figure 7. Mean pounds of coffee roasted per year by roasters who record sustainability metrics 

(Yes) and roasters who do not record sustainability metrics (No), as indicated by survey results.  

 
Figure 8. Mean number of employees of roasters who record sustainability metrics (Yes) and 

roasters who do not record sustainability metrics (No), as indicated by survey results.  

In interviews, key actors occasionally mentioned that larger roasting companies have different 

motivations for measurement than smaller roasting companies. Some felt that pressure from 

shareholders and investors is one of the main reasons why larger roasters would quantify 

sustainability impacts, whereas this stakeholder group does not come into play for smaller 
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roasters. Others felt that larger companies, as opposed to smaller companies, recognize more 

value in sustainability measurement for their bottom line and as a way to guide their strategic 

business decisions going forward.  

Another way in which key actors believed measurement is different between smaller roasters 

and larger roasters was in the types of metrics that companies measure. Some key actors 

believed that larger companies are more concerned with charitable donations to NGOs and 

nonprofits, and the monetary impacts of these donations. Others expressed that larger coffee 

roasting companies prioritize measurement of environmental indicators, whereas smaller 

roasters place more emphasis on social and economic sustainability indicators. This idea may be 

supported by the finding that the majority of key actors (including smaller roaster 

representatives) experienced there to be a focus on the social and economic pillars of 

sustainability rather than the environmental pillar (see Section 4.1).  

4.5. Partnership support for general sustainability efforts and sustainability 

measurement 

Key actors were asked in interviews about the partnerships that roasters can form for purposes 

broadly related to sustainability. For the sake of coding, partnerships were defined as direct and 

formally organized agreements between a roasting company and another entity, rather than 

just a loose relationship with another entity that a roaster looks to for guidance.  

Conversations generally began by discussing partnerships which help roasters further their 

sustainability efforts or fulfill their sustainability mission. The most common partnerships of this 

kind mentioned were those with NGOs and nonprofits, and with industry businesses. The 

majority of NGO and nonprofit partners mentioned were organizations that operate on the 

ground in coffee producer communities. Key actors provide support through monetary 

donations to these organizations for specific projects at origin, or provide the initial connection 

and ongoing relationships between their producers and these organizations. Discussions of 

partnerships with industry groups for general sustainability purposes included mention of 

roaster associations and supply chain entities. Key actors described that forming roaster 
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cooperatives allows them to share ideas with companies with similar business models and have 

closer relationships with producers, leading to greater positive impacts on their communities. 

One roaster representative described this theme of intra-industry partnerships.  

I think we're going to start seeing a - we probably already are - a coming together of the 

minds of small roaster one, two, three, and four, are interfacing with exporter XYZ and 

are collaborating more comprehensively for the end goal being the world is better for 

the farmers, and it ultimately ends up being better for the planet. And so everybody at 

that point is coming together for a common goal. (Personal communication, November 

2018).  

In addition to partnerships with other roasters or supply chain partners, a few key actors 

mentioned the idea of partnering with non-industry businesses for sustainability efforts. 

Examples included other B Corp companies with similar missions, sustainably-focused 

investment firms, and local businesses in the roaster’s community.  

Key actors were then asked about the types of partnerships that can help roasters with not just 

general sustainability efforts, but sustainability measurement specifically. These were divided 

into two groups: 1) partners that help the roaster decide which metrics to measure, and 2) 

partners that help the roasting company either gain access to information or data for 

sustainability metrics, actively measure sustainability metrics for the roasting company, or 

provide the resources (capital) needed for the roasting company to measure sustainability 

metrics for their firm.  

Overwhelmingly, certification and reporting standards bodies were the most common type of 

partner mentioned that help roasters decide which indicators to track. Most of these 

conversations included mention of B Corp and how B Corp certification helps companies 

navigate sustainability measurement methods.  
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Within the B corp community, I would really say, their impact assessment, as well as 

some of the resources they provide [have been useful]. . . . They really have given us 

great tools to . . . lay out the areas that we should be looking at, or could be looking at,if 

we weren't already, and challenge us to measure things and fill in their tools, as well as 

give us ideas of what we weren't even looking at. And so I would say they're a really 

great strategic resource, and they provide a great deal of tools that help us track our 

sustainability and find room for improvement as well.  

After certification and reporting bodies, other roasters were the most common partner 

mentioned that have helped, or could help, roasting companies determine what information to 

track and report.  

On the other hand, supply chain partners and sustainability assessment companies were the 

top two partners mentioned that provide access to information, actively measure and record 

data, or provide capital to roasters to measure metrics. 

Importers, exporters, brokers, and other supply chain partners mainly provide measurement 

assistance in the form of access to information or validation of data that roasters can then 

compile and analyze themselves. Many roaster and industry representatives alike emphasized 

that these entities are the critical link between producers and roasting companies. Therefore, 

these supply chain partners need to be involved in sustainability measurement discussions and 

can provide invaluable assistance to roasters looking to quantitatively assess the sustainability 

of their practices. Survey results reflected the perspectives of key actors, as 23 of the 24 

roasters who record sustainability metrics reported that they have partnered with these supply 

chain entities to design or measure their metrics (Figure 9). Roasters who had partnered with 

supply chain entities were asked to rate how helpful this partnership was on a Likert scale with 

1 = not at all helpful, 2 = slightly helpful, 3 = moderately helpful, 4 = very helpful, and 5 = 

extremely helpful. Roasters reported that partnerships with supply chain entities were the 

second most helpful of the partnerships listed (Figure 10).  

Alternatively, key actors discussed that sustainability assessment companies provide expertise 

and actual data collection and analysis to roasting companies. The Committee on Sustainability 
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Assessment (COSA), Quantis International, and Enveritas were three such firms mentioned. 

Only 8 out of the 24 roasters indicated that they have partnered with sustainability assessment 

firms (Figure 9), but these firms were rated as the most useful type of partnership by the 

roasters who have partnered with them (Figure 10).  

A third, less frequently discussed partner was energy companies. This included standard utility 

companies, as well as innovative renewable energy companies. Key actors discussed these 

types of partnerships in reference to collecting operational data from roasteries, offices, and 

cafe locations. Energy companies were the second most common partnership in survey results, 

with 9 out of the 24 roasters indicating that they had partnered with energy companies in the 

past (Figure 9). However, roasters rated these companies as the least helpful partners 

compared to other entities (Figure 10).  

 

Figure 9. Partnerships roasters have for design or measurement of sustainability metrics, as 

indicated by survey results.  
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Figure 10. Mean helpfulness ratings of various partnerships, as indicated by survey results.  

5. DISCUSSION 

5.1. Discrepancy between focus of sustainability efforts and sustainability 

measurement  

From the perspective of small-scale roasters, there is a difference between the focus of general 

sustainability efforts in the industry and the focus of sustainability measurement efforts by 

roasting companies. Key actors suggested that the coffee industry’s sustainability strategy has 

generally centered around economic and social sustainability of producer communities, and 

that sustainability measurement efforts have focused on economic sustainability of producer 

communities and environmental sustainability of roasting company operations.  

Industry research supports the finding that economic sustainability of producers is a central 

concern of roasters. In their research conducted as part of the 2016 Coffee Sustainability 

Catalogue, industry groups found that value chain actors (mainly roasters and traders) tend to 

prioritize economic impact and profitability in their sustainability approaches (Steemers, 2016). 

Industry groups also found through this research that many value chain actors believe 

economic sustainability to be a prerequisite for social and environmental sustainability 

(Steemers, 2016). This sentiment was shared by many of the key actors I interviewed as well, 
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who felt that initial prioritization of economic sustainability, in addition to social sustainability, 

is necessary in order for environmental impacts to be considered. 

Although key actors discussed that sustainability measurement is also focused on economic 

sustainability of producers, none of the most common metrics mentioned in interviews or 

indicated in survey results pertain to economic sustainability of coffee producers, other than 

the price paid for coffee, or the FOB price. This is the price of green (unroasted) coffee ready for 

export from its country of origin (Roberts, 2018). FOB price is intended to provide price 

transparency in the coffee supply chain and be used as a proxy indicator for the economic 

sustainability of producers (Roberts, 2018). However, a growing population of stakeholders in 

the industry are beginning to acknowledge that FOB price alone does not accurately represent 

the money that producers receive for their product (Roberts, 2018; Kraft, 2017). One 

participant in my research expressed this sentiment in their survey response.  

While FOB gives a reference tool to estimate payment levels it unfortunately often does 

not accurately reflect what the farmgate price to actual farmers is after many further 

transactions down the chain. A focus on moving deeper into supply chains to ensure 

that sustainability intentions, investments, and claims are truly sincere and functioning 

would be a meaningful shift towards furthering impact on top of marketing or standards 

materials. (Personal communication, March 2019).  

Similarly, one roaster representative interviewed aims to shed light on producer profitability 

through calculating the cost of production of coffee for their farm partners (Personal 

communication, December 2018). True profitability can be assessed by comparing the cost of 

labor, equipment, and inputs required to cultivate a certain amount of coffee to the price that 

the farmer is paid for that same amount of coffee. Ideally, this cost of production could be used 

to establish coffee prices in the future.  

Researchers out of Emory University’s Transparent Trade Coffee have undertaken another 

notable initiative to expand the industry’s measurement of price transparency. Multiple key 

actors mentioned this group’s Specialty Coffee Transaction Guide, which was published in 

December of 2018 and shows the distributions of green specialty coffee prices over the 
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previous two years. The research included in the Transaction Guide is intended to emphasize 

the need for an alternative to the commodity market price as the benchmark for coffee prices 

(Transparent Trade Coffee, 2018). On their website, Transparent Trade also mentions the 

possible use of Return to Origin (RTO) as a pricing metric. This term was first developed by 

Temple Coffee Roasters and represents “the percentage of a coffee retail sale that goes back to 

the coffee supply chain at its origin” (Transparent Trade Coffee, 2019).  

If these efforts are any indication, it is clear that the industry is beginning to understand the 

need for more accurate measurements of producer profitability beyond FOB price. Yet, my 

results suggest that a disparity between concern for and measurement of producer economic 

sustainability still exists. One reason for this gap in measurement could be that information 

pertaining to producers and farm-level operations is difficult to access. In discussions of the 

feasibility of measurement, key actors emphasized that this type of information is particularly 

difficult to acquire and measure. The SCA, GCP, IDH Sustainable Trade Initiative, and 

Sustainable Coffee Challenge published similar results in their research for the 2016 Coffee 

Sustainability Catalogue. These industry groups found that involvement of producers and origin 

country exporters in the sustainability dialogue is limited due to the lack of organization and 

resources of these entities, as well as language barriers (Steemers, 2016). Although key actors 

in my research were not directly asked why producer-level metrics are not measured as often 

as others, it is possible that these challenges referenced in the Sustainability Catalogue are 

significant reasons for the discrepancy.  

After FOB price, mention of specific metrics focused on social (i.e. charitable donations, social 

indicators internal to roasting companies) and environmental (i.e. energy use/efficiency, GHG 

emissions) sustainability of roasting company operations. While these metrics may be valid 

sustainability indicators of a company, roaster-level operations were rarely mentioned as the 

focus, or what should be the focus, of sustainability efforts in the coffee industry. This raises the 

question of why measurement of roaster-level social and environmental metrics are so popular 

among roasters. One explanation could be that the roaster-level social metrics were generally 

rated as easy to measure according to survey results, with mean measurement difficulty scores 
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ranging from 1.3 to 2.6 out of 5. Although roaster-level environmental metrics were rated as 

the most difficult to measure out of the most common metrics mentioned in interviews, their 

mean difficulty scores still indicated that these metrics are “Neither easy nor difficult” or only 

“Somewhat difficult” to measure (3.1 and 3.9 out of 5). Roaster-level metrics could simply be 

easier to measure, and are therefore more commonly tracked and reported by roasting 

companies. However, this possible explanation would contradict my finding that only a few key 

actors explicitly mentioned feasibility of measurement as a determining factor when choosing 

which metrics to track.  

If feasibility is not an important factor, another reason for the common measurement of 

roaster-level metrics could be that companies feel these metrics are the most relevant for their 

business. Many key actors expressed that the business of coffee roasting companies is to buy 

coffee from producers; therefore, they should prioritize sustainability of producer communities 

first and foremost. Following this logic, roasting companies may measure roaster-level social 

and environmental metrics because after their sourcing practices, they believe that their own 

operations are where they have the most relevant influence.  

Identifying where sustainability efforts and sustainability measurement is currently focused in 

the coffee industry may seem like a basic question, but it is one that needs to be asked in order 

to determine the industry’s next steps. Without knowledge of what is being done, it would be 

impossible to identify gaps in sustainability measurement or decide how to build off of current 

efforts without discrediting the work of the past. Results of this study show that the coffee 

sector needs to look past the information that may be the most accessible, and target 

measurement of metrics that are the most relevant and representative of the industry’s 

sustainability.  
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5.2. Rationale for measurement is mainly internal, but other factors influence 

selection of metrics  

Results suggest that the main reason why small-scale roasting companies decide to measure 

sustainability is for internal purposes, but companies look externally to decide exactly which 

metrics to measure. Internal accountability was most frequently selected (45% of respondents) 

as the main reason why roasters measure sustainability. The most frequently mentioned factor 

that influences which metrics a roaster decides to measure was the company’s internal mission, 

which reflects this fact that internal accountability is a main reason for measurement in the first 

place.  

Sustainability research across industries has also documented this internal push for 

sustainability. In their survey of 108 organizations, including 63 private companies, Lozano & 

von Haartman (2018) found that approximately 36% of respondents cited internal factors as 

either the sole or main drivers of sustainability, whereas only 17% of respondents indicated 

external factors as either the sole or main drivers. The remaining 47% of respondents indicated 

equal importance of internal and external factors (Lozano & von Haartman, 2018). In their 

results, proactive leadership and company culture were two of the top three drivers of 

sustainability for private companies in particular, on average (Lozano & von Haartman, 2018). 

Internal company mission was another driver commonly mentioned by participants but not 

included in their analysis (Lozano & von Haartman, 2018). Pérez-López et al. (2013) also found 

that internal motives play an important role in the context of sustainability reporting, more 

specifically. Internal stakeholders, strategy implementation, and increased organizational 

awareness were some of the many internal reasons cited by practitioners for implementing 

sustainability reporting in their organizations (Pérez-López et al., 2013).  

After internal accountability, external accountability geared towards customers, or marketing, 

was the second most common main motivation for measurement selected by survey 

participants in my research. Still, only 18% of roasting company survey respondents indicated 

this as their primary rationale. Despite this, reasons related to marketing were the most 
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frequently discussed in interviews when key actors were asked why a roaster should measure 

sustainability metrics. This suggests that many smaller-sized roasting companies acknowledge 

the market positioning advantages that sustainability measurement provides for their 

company, but they may still be driven by internal reasons first and foremost. Pérez-López et al. 

(2013) provides some explanation why internal reasons continue to be the primary motive for 

sustainability reporting. In their research, Pérez-López et al. (2013) found that reputational 

benefits and external credibility to be common motives for sustainability reporting, but many 

limitations and risks emerge if a company exclusively prioritizes these external factors. Internal 

motives should guide the integration of sustainability measurement and reporting into the 

broader strategy of an organization in order for the full benefits of sustainability measurement 

to be realized (Pérez-López et al., 2013). This could be one reason why marketing was 

frequently discussed as a benefit to measurement in interviews, but when survey respondents 

were asked to choose a singular rationale for measurement, internal accountability prevailed.  

Roasters primarily measure sustainability metrics for purposes of internal accountability and 

look to their internal mission to decide exactly how to assess their sustainability. However, after 

internally, my results suggest that the next places roasters look for guidance regarding which 

metrics to measure are certifications and reporting schemes and coffee industry organizations. 

Certifications were only selected as the main motivation for measurement by 6% of 

respondents (Figure 4), yet it seems that once a roaster has decided to measure, they 

commonly turn to these certifications for guidance on which metrics they should be tracking. 

The most common certification mentioned was B Corporation, but entities such as Rainforest 

Alliance, Fair Trade, and Global Reporting Initiative were also discussed by roasters.  The GCP, 

SCA, and other industry groups also found that certifications are a common influence in the 

industry (Steemers, 2016). In the 2016 Coffee Sustainability Catalogue, they found that 

certification is a common business model used in the industry to incorporate sustainability 

initiatives, and that certifications are a good starting point in developing quantitative 

sustainability indicators (Steemers, 2016).  
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The influence of certifications on current approaches to sustainability measurement is clear. 

One example of this influence can be seen in the approach to measurement taken by the 

innovative startup Enveritas. Enveritas is a nonprofit that conducts sustainability verification of 

smallholder coffee farmers according to 30 standards, and delivers this assessment information 

to roasting companies to inform buying practices (Enveritas, n.d.). Enveritas acknowledges the 

value and widespread use of existing sustainability verification programs, and therefore 

developed their list of 30 standards based on the most popular certification schemes and 

international standards guidance used in the industry (Enveritas, 2018). Their approach takes 

into consideration the prevalence of verification programs in the coffee industry, further 

supporting the results of my research that certification and reporting schemes are commonly 

looked to for guidance regarding which sustainability metrics to measure.  

However, Enveritas was founded on the belief that current certification programs can be 

inaccessible and incomplete in their scope (Enveritas, n.d.). The goal of Enveritas is to provide a 

solution to producers who are outside the reach of traditional certification schemes due to the 

financial costs of verification (Enveritas, n.d.). The industry groups involved in the Coffee 

Sustainability Catalogue also acknowledge and found in their research that certification and 

reporting schemes are valuable, but ultimately fail to address all of the sustainability 

measurement needs of the coffee sector (Steemers, 2016). In their article about a balanced 

sustainability vision for the coffee industry, Samper and Quiñones-Ruiz (2017) explain how the 

industry’s high profile, multiple sourcing locations, and gourmet sector created an “ideal 

breeding ground” for these types of certifications and standards reporting systems to pop up 

and influence the way in which companies quantitatively assess sustainability. However, they 

also found that existing schemes are not as comprehensive as they may seem (Samper & 

Quiñones-Ruiz, 2017). Therefore, roasting companies may need to look beyond current coffee 

certification programs when making judgements about which metrics are most important, 

relevant, and representative of their sustainability.  

Along with certifications, my results show that smaller roasters look to coffee organizations for 

guidance on which metrics to measure. Coffee organizations mentioned in discussions included 
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the SCA and GCP, but may also include entities mentioned in the 2016 Coffee Sustainability 

Catalogue such as the National Coffee Association, World Coffee Research, and the Alliance for 

Coffee Excellence (Steemers, 2016). Given that coffee organizations have substantial influence 

over what roasting companies do, these industry groups should use their power wisely. Their 

prominent presence reinforces the underlying objective of my research to communicate the 

perspectives of smaller roasters to these groups so that they can make informed 

recommendations and decisions for the industry as a whole.  

Industry organizations and certification and reporting schemes are clearly seen as guiding 

forces in the coffee sector, which justifies the fact that these are the types of organizations 

leading the push for standardization of coffee sustainability criteria. The most recent example is 

the Coffee Data Project, which is lead by the GCP and the industry groups Committee on 

Sustainability Assessment, as well as Rainforest Alliance and UTZ certification systems (GCP & 

COSA, 2018). This project is the first of its kind and received a grant from the International 

Social and Environmental Accreditation and Labelling (ISEAL) Innovation Fund to work towards 

the alignment of coffee impact reporting (GCP, 2019b). According to news releases by the GCP, 

they have operationalized 15 of the most widely used coffee sustainability metrics by creating 

tools to facilitate data collection and exchange (GCP, 2019b). The results of the project and the 

tools mentioned are projected to be released in March of 2019 and are highly anticipated, but 

the extent to which the entities involved smaller-scale roasting companies in their work is 

unknown (GCP, 2019b).  

5.3. Discrepancy between where roasters look for guidance for measurement 

and where they are accessing information for measurement 

Roasting companies look internally, to certification bodies, or to coffee industry organizations 

for guidance on which metrics to track, but very few participants mentioned looking to either 

producers or other supply chain partners for this same guidance. In addition to the three 

sources mentioned above and discussed in Section 5.2, key actors mentioned other roasters as 

the most common formal partners to assist in deciding what sustainability information to 
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measure. However, in discussions of partnerships that actively help roasters with 

measurement, key actors highlighted that supply chain partners provide access to information 

for measurement and sustainability assessment companies provide assistance with data 

collection and analysis.  

Based on these results, it seems that there is a discrepancy between where roasters look for 

guidance regarding measurement, and the entities that are actually providing them with the 

information they want to measure. Roasters voiced that the sustainability vision of the industry 

is, or should be, focused on the social and economic sustainability of producer communities, 

yet measurement in these areas seems to be lacking. Producers and entities closely related to 

producers in the supply chain (importers and exporters) have access to the sustainability 

information that roasters want to record. If roasters want to have an impact on the economic 

and social wellbeing of their producers, it seems that they should ask producers directly or ask 

their trading partners which indicators are truly representative of producer sustainability, given 

that these trading partners are far less removed from producer communities than the roasting 

companies themselves. Furthermore, partnerships with these supply chain entities for 

sustainability matters are both extremely common and helpful, according to my survey results.  

However, only four key actors brought up in interviews the idea of looking to producers or 

importers/exporters for guidance on which sustainability metrics to measure. Industry research 

has also reported a lack of involvement of producers and those close to producers in the 

industry’s current sustainability dialogue. The GCP and SCA found that involvement of 

producers and local exporters is limited in sustainability efforts and sustainability impact 

measurement as part of their research for the Coffee Sustainability Catalogue (Steemers, 2016). 

Similarly, Samper and Quiñones-Ruiz (2017) found that voluntary sustainability standards are 

missing the perspectives of producers. They state that current sustainability measurement 

initiatives “lack a real bottom-up approach where growers from different countries and regions 

can provide their feedback on priorities and sustainability indicators” (Samper & Quiñones-Ruiz, 

2017). 
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A few companies have realized the importance of producers’ perspectives and have made 

efforts to involve them in the sustainability measurement conversation. One example is Farmer 

Brothers, a roasting company headquartered in California that developed their Direct Trade 

Verified Sustainable (DTVS) program as a way to prioritize sustainability indicators that are 

relevant to coffee growers (Samper & Quiñones-Ruiz, 2017). Another is the coffee trading 

corporation Volcafe, which uses verification methods that are heavily influenced by producer 

needs and competencies through their sourcing strategy called Volcafe Way (Personal 

communication, 2019; Vocafe Way, 2018). Both of these companies use quantitative 

assessment methods that are informed by producers and aim to measure indicators that are 

actually material to the producers’ realities.  

Efforts to establish an industry-wide sustainability strategy and measurement system need to 

take a similar approach by asking producers and those closely connected with producers what 

the most relevant indicators are for sustainability. This bottom-up approach can then be paired 

with a top-down assessment to identify where producer realities intersect with international 

priorities such as the United Nations Sustainable Development Goals Samper & Quiñones-Ruiz, 

2017).  The Coffee Data Project led by GCP and COSA provides promise of this type of 

collaborative approach, but the extent to which the project rightfully considered the 

perspectives of producers is unclear until results are published.  

5.4.  Data collection and management as a main barrier to measurement  

Data collection and management was overwhelmingly the most common barrier to 

sustainability measurement mentioned by key actors in interviews. Smaller roasters seem to 

acknowledge that tracking data throughout the supply chain and from their own operations 

would become more difficult if their company were to grow in size, because it is assumed that 

the number of sourcing locations and number of roaster operational facilities (offices, 

roasteries, cafes, etc.) would increase if the company were to become larger. Despite the added 

complications that company growth brings, it was still found that roasting companies who 

measure sustainability metrics are larger than those that do not measure sustainability metrics. 
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This finding may have to do with the fact that although data collection becomes more 

complicated as a business expands, companies also acquire more resources that increase the 

feasibility of measurement as the company scales up. Therefore, the barrier of data collection 

and management is still justified for smaller-sized roasting companies, as was indicated by my 

findings.  

Two types of solutions to overcome the barrier of data collection and management were 

identified in interviews and further research: data management software or systems and 

partnerships. Each of these solutions has a variety of ways in which it can be implemented, 

depending on circumstances of the industry and the roasting company itself.  

Data management systems would benefit smaller roasters by streamlining the collection and 

analysis of sustainability related information. Sustainability assessment and reporting 

oftentimes involves tracking down pieces of information from multiple internal departments or 

external supply chain entities, and from both physical paperwork as well as online forms. This 

process can be time consuming and cumbersome for roasting companies, and many key actors 

expressed the need for a database software or online system where all of these parties could 

enter the necessary information as it comes up in their day to day operations, so that a central 

body of data is created, continuously maintained, and easily accessible.  

The SCA and Portland Roasting Coffee created the Sustainability Tracking and Reporting Tool 

(START) a few years ago with the intent of doing just that. The analysis program helped to track 

carbon emissions throughout the supply chain all the way back to the farm, company vehicle 

fuel usage, roastery natural gas usage, electricity consumption, and waste management 

information (Giegerich, 2013). Unfortunately, the tool never gained enough traction to be 

widely used by roasting companies for a variety of reasons (Personal communication, January 

2019). However, the initiative itself is telling of the pressing need for this type of data analysis 

program in the coffee industry. 

An example of the successful implementation of a sustainability data management and analysis 

tool can be found in the apparel, footwear, and textiles industry. The Sustainable Apparel 
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Coalition (SAC) created the Higg Index as a suite of assessment tools to “empower brands, 

retailers, and manufacturers to measure their environmental, social, and labor impacts at every 

stage of the product life cycle” (Sustainable Apparel Coalition, 2017). The Higg Index includes 

tools intended to be used by designers, developers, sustainability experts, and communication 

experts (Sustainable Apparel Coalition, 2017). The suite of tools utilize data pertaining to the 

initial raw material extraction, manufacturing processes, and even the end of life phase of a 

product (Sustainable Apparel Coalition, 2017). The Higg Index is a prime example of how data 

management tools can be created to facilitate measurement and collaboration, but the SAC 

itself can also be used as a model of how to attempt a standardized sustainability vision across 

an entire industry. The SAC sought to “develop a standardized supply chain measurement tool 

for all industry participants” so that the industry could “address inefficiencies, resolve damaging 

practices, and achieve the transparency that consumers increasingly demand” (Sustainable 

Apparel Coalition, 2017). In this way, the SAC’s efforts closely mirror what the coffee industry is 

currently working towards. Although the apparel and coffee industries have their own nuances 

and unique challenges, coffee industry groups could use the SAC’s work as a model or 

collaborate with the coalition in their own efforts of sustainability measurement 

standardization.  

Another way to overcome the challenge of complex data collection with management systems 

is the use of advanced technology, such as blockchain, in the coffee supply chain. Blockchain is 

able to automatically record data without the need for human intervention and once recorded, 

this data is not able to be edited or removed (Widdifield, 2018). These characteristics mean 

that blockchain could be used as an incredibly useful and trustworthy tool to lessen the burden 

of data collection for supply chain entities and roasting companies. Leveraging blockchain to 

track sustainability information may sound like a distant possibility, but some say that it is a 

much-anticipated reality for a range of supply chains, including coffee (Widdifield, 2018; 

Personal communication, November 2018).  

The second type of solution to overcome barriers of data collection is the use of strategic 

partnerships. Smaller-scale roasters commonly voiced that they feel they do not have the ability 
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to request sustainability related data from their supply chain partners because they represent a 

relatively small proportion of importer’s and exporter’s business compared to larger 

international roasting companies. To increase their ability to collect supply chain sustainability 

information, small roasters could partner with each other to increase their buying power when 

interacting with trading bodies. Furthermore, partnerships among roasters were rated as 

moderately helpful to very helpful, on average, by roasting company survey respondents in my 

research. Similar to the way in which farmers organize into cooperatives to pool resources and 

increase their market power, smaller roasting companies can form cooperatives to increase 

their leverage with importing and exporting entities.  

Industry research has shown that these small roasters are oftentimes less involved in discussion 

of sustainability matters in the industry, but these roasters ultimately represent a large share of 

total coffee volume worldwide (Steemers, 2016). This not only supports the objective of my 

research to involve smaller roasters in the sustainability criteria standardization dialogue, but 

also further suggests that partnerships among these small roasters could increase their 

presence and voice as well.  

One current example of this type of small roaster partnership is Cooperative Coffees, which 

consists of 23 smaller-scale roasting businesses in the U.S. (Coop Coffees, n.d.). The 23 roasters 

went beyond just pooling resources and buying power and have come together to form their 

own importing body which purchases green coffee directly from their producer partners (Coop 

Coffees, n.d.). Through forming this partnership, roasting companies have more direct access to 

sustainability related information in their supply chain to be used in measurement because the 

roasting companies, together as the importing body, deal with producers and exporters more 

closely than they would otherwise.  

Partnerships among small roasters are beneficial for the reasons described above, but 

partnerships with sustainability assessment companies were rated as the most helpful by 

survey participants and were discussed in interviews as partners that could actively help 

measure sustainability metrics. These third party assessment companies can be hired by 
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roasters to assist with data collection both at origin and within the company’s operations, and 

analyze that data for purposes of sustainability reporting.  

Despite their usefulness, only eight of the 24 roasting company survey respondents who 

measure metrics reported that they have partnered with sustainability assessment companies. 

A possible reason for the lack of engagement with assessment bodies could be that they come 

at a cost to the roaster, and smaller roasters frequently referenced their lack of financial 

resources in interviews. After data collection and management, financial resources were 

commonly discussed by key actors as a main barrier to quantitatively measuring their 

sustainability. The SCA and GCP also found a similar theme in their research. Financing 

sustainability work was the most common challenge to executing sustainability indicated by 

their interviewees and survey respondents (Steemers, 2016). So while sustainability assessment 

companies may be extremely helpful, the cost of their services may be the reason why these 

partnerships are not as common as expected.  

6. CONCLUSION & RECOMMENDATIONS 

Existing coffee industry research shows that small-scale roasters together represent a large 

proportion of the total volume of coffee traded worldwide, but are often excluded from the 

coffee sustainability dialogue (Steemers, 2016). This study intended to explore the current 

methods and challenges of sustainability measurement for smaller-sized coffee roasters, and 

communicate these perspectives to industry groups and the small roaster community. In doing 

so, industry groups can more accurately consider the experiences of smaller roasters in their 

efforts to develop a common set of coffee sustainability indicators, which will facilitate 

collaboration and benchmarking across the industry.  

Results show that while the industry tends to focus sustainability initiatives on the social and 

economic sustainability of producers, the only metric commonly used by smaller roasters to 

indicate this is the price paid for coffee, or FOB price. Sustainability measurement in the 

industry revolves more around social and environmental sustainability of roasting company 
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operations, with metrics such as charitable donations and energy efficiency as some of the 

most commonly tracked. On average, social metrics were rated as easier to measure than 

environmental metrics related to roaster operations. Small-scale roasters indicated that they 

record sustainability metrics mainly for internal accountability and marketing purposes. A 

roaster’s internal mission informs which specific metrics the company decides to measure, but 

roasters then look to certification and reporting schemes and coffee industry organizations for 

guidance. 

Within my sample size of small-scale companies, roasters that measure sustainability metrics 

were substantially larger than those that do not measure metrics. Data collection and 

management and a lack of financial resources and labor were the main barriers to 

quantitatively assessing sustainability discussed by key actors. Partnerships with supply chain 

entities such as importers and exporters, as well as with other roasters, were frequently 

mentioned as a way to further sustainability measurement efforts. Sustainability assessment 

companies seem to be the most helpful partners for measurement purposes, but very few of 

the small-scale roasters indicated that they have partnered with these types of companies.  

Given these results, I provide the following recommendations to smaller roasters that are 

looking to begin or expand their sustainability measurement methods and to coffee industry 

groups as influential stakeholders in the sustainability dialogue: 

Small-Scale Roasters:  

● Social metrics internal to roasting companies may be low-hanging fruit in the sense that 

they are easy to measure and are relatively important for internal accountability and 

marketing purposes, but study participants expressed that the industry either currently 

focuses or has a desire to focus on the social and economic sustainability of producer 

communities. Therefore, roasters should begin measuring metrics indicative of producer 

social and economic sustainability that go beyond FOB price. Environmental metrics 

related to roaster operations should not be prioritized, given that they are difficult to 

measure and not very important for internal accountability and marketing purposes, 
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compared to other metrics. Rather, roasters need to dig deeper into how to measure 

producer profitability and social wellbeing if these are truly the primary concerns of the 

industry.  

● Partnerships with supply chain entities such as importers, exporters, and other trading 

bodies are extremely common amongst small roasters and these partners are very 

helpful in providing assistance with sustainability metric measurement. Supply chain 

partners provide roasters with access to sustainability related information or validation 

of data that roasters can then compile and analyze themselves. Importers and exporters 

are also much closer to producer communities in the supply chain than roasting 

companies themselves, and therefore may be more aware of producer needs. Given 

these findings, roasting companies should look to supply chain partners for guidance 

regarding which metrics to measure that would realistically indicate the social and 

economic sustainability of producers.  

● Smaller roasting companies should partner with each other in order to increase their 

buying power when dealing with trading partners. In doing so, smaller roasters will 

leverage their ability to request sustainability related information about the green 

coffee they are buying from these trading partners, which they feel that they are not 

able to do when buying independently. Partnerships between small roasters will also 

increase the representation of smaller roasters in the sustainability dialogue to match 

the true extent of their presence in the industry. Cooperative Coffees is one such 

example of how smaller roasters have formed partnerships amongst each other to 

increase their access to sustainability information about the coffee they purchase 

throughout the supply chain.  

● Sustainability assessment companies such as Quantis, Enveritas, and COSA are 

extremely helpful partners in sustainability measurement, because they provide 

roasting companies with expertise and data collection and analysis. When possible, 

smaller roasters should partner with these companies to expand quantitative 

sustainability assessment in their supply chains.  
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Industry Groups: 

● Smaller roasters currently look to coffee industry groups such as the SCA and GCP for 

guidance regarding which sustainability metrics to measure. This is even more reason 

for these industry groups to use their influence wisely by taking the perspectives and 

challenges of smaller-sized roasters into account in efforts of sustainability criteria 

standardization. A common set of sustainability indicators will also eliminate the issue of 

a lack of consensus regarding what to measure, which was commonly discussed as a 

barrier to smaller-scale roasters partnering with each other. Therefore, industrywide 

standardization of sustainability metrics will facilitate partnerships among small 

roasters. Further excluding smaller roasting companies from the sustainability dialogue 

will lead to the creation of unrealistic and ineffective standards.  

● Data collection and management is a major barrier to measurement for smaller 

roasters. Solutions suggested by roasters included data management software or 

technology that would streamline data collection and analysis. Some initiatives to create 

these tools and overcome this barrier can be seen in the coffee industry and others, but 

none have truly addressed the needs of coffee roasting companies thus far. Industry 

organizations should actively dedicate resources and time to creating and improving 

data management systems in order to advance sustainability measurement in the 

sector.  

● Sustainability assessment companies are incredibly helpful in providing expertise and 

data collection and analysis for roasting companies, but their services come at a cost to 

the roaster and smaller-scale roasters are limited in their financial resources. Industry 

groups should establish efforts to make these sustainability assessment companies 

more affordable so that smaller roaster operations can take advantage of their tools and 

services.  

The results of my study can be used to guide the next steps in sustainability in coffee, but 

industry stakeholders could also benefit from further research. As indicated above, research 

into data management software, programs, or technologies is needed to determine how these 
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tools could be used to increase sustainability assessment and transparency in the complex 

coffee value chain. Another opportunity to expand my research is to look into whether there is 

a difference between the sustainability data that roasters track and which pieces of that data 

they publish as part of sustainability or transparency reports. This could provide further insight 

into how a roasting company’s rationale for measurement informs which information they 

measure.  

Regardless of how the industry proceeds, it would be a disservice to ignore the strides that 

have been made thus far in coffee sustainability. Stakeholders must reflect on what has been 

accomplished and what sustainability information has been tracked in the past to inform what 

metrics should be encouraged going forward. As one key actor put it, it is important to “evolve 

the measuring in a way that at least makes the past data referenceable” (Personal 

communication, January 2019).  

The coffee sector has been a leader in embracing sustainability, in part due to the crop’s 

vulnerability to climate change and the unique production segment that consists of many 

smallholder farmers. However, coffee should be used as just one case study of how to 

incorporate sustainability into supply chains. Quantitative assessment is a vital component of 

growth for a diverse range of products and services in today’s global market, and consumers 

should look to coffee as an example of what is possible when stakeholders research and 

prioritize the sustainability of their industry.  
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9. APPENDICES 

Appendix A. Interview and Survey Recruitment Email Template  

Interviews 

Good Morning/Afternoon ______, 
My name is Taylor Pfeiffer and I am a Master of Environmental Management student at Duke 
University’s Nicholas School of the Environment. I am currently conducting research for my Master’s 
Project on sustainability metrics in the coffee industry, and was referred to you as someone who could 
provide valuable insight about this topic.  
 
The goal of my research is to look into the main barriers faced by micro-, small-, and medium-sized 
roasters in the U.S. when deciding on and measuring sustainability metrics for their firms. More 
specifically, I’m curious whether the size of a roasting company, the number and types of partnerships the 
roaster has, and the expected use of the metrics affect which metrics a roaster measures. The first phase of 
my research involves key actor interviews, which will help inform the design and structure of an online 
survey that will be distributed to roasters at a later date. It is my hope that the results of this research will 
help inform industry groups, so that they can take into account the challenges and capabilities of smaller 
scale roasters when identifying a set of standardized sustainability metrics to encourage across the 
industry.  
 
I was wondering if you would be willing to have a conversation via phone or Skype sometime to discuss 
your experiences with sustainability metrics in the coffee industry. The interview should take no more 
than 40-60 minutes of your time. Please let me know if you’d be willing to speak with me about this 
topic.  
 
Finally, if you have any questions regarding my research or anything mentioned above, please don’t 
hesitate to reach out. Thank you!  
 
Best, 
Taylor Pfeiffer  
 
 
Survey 

(New Participants) 
 
Good Morning/Afternoon ______, 
 
My name is Taylor Pfeiffer and I am a Master of Environmental Management student at Duke 
University’s Nicholas School of the Environment. I am currently conducting research for my Master’s 
Project on sustainability metrics in the coffee industry, and was referred to you as someone who could 
provide valuable insight about this topic.  
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The goal of my research is to look into the main barriers faced by micro-, small-, and medium-sized 
roasters in the U.S. when deciding on and measuring sustainability metrics for their firms. More 
specifically, I’m curious whether the size of a roasting company, the number and types of partnerships the 
roaster has, and the expected use of the metrics affect which metrics a roaster measures. 
 
I would like to invite you to participate in my research by completing a short, five-minute survey: 
 
[URL to survey] 
 
It is my hope that the results of this research will help inform industry groups, so that they can take into 
account the challenges and capabilities of smaller scale roasters when identifying a set of standardized 
sustainability metrics to encourage across the industry.  
 
Finally, if you have any questions regarding my research or anything mentioned above, please don’t 
hesitate to reach out. Thank you!  
 
Best, 
Taylor Pfeiffer 
 
 
(Returning Participants) 
 
Hi ____, 
 
As you know, my name is Taylor Pfeiffer, a graduate student at Duke University’s Nicholas School of the 
Environment. Thank you again for contributing to my research. As I shared with you during our intitial 
interview, I was gathering information to help me design a survey. Now that my survey is designed, I 
would like to invite you to complete it: 
 
[URL to survey] 
 
To remind you: the goal of my research is to explore whether the size of a roasting company, the number 
and types of partnerships the roaster has, and the expected use of the metrics affect which metrics a 
roaster measures. 
 
If you have any questions, please don’t hesitate to reach out. Thank you!  
 
Best, 
Taylor Pfeiffer 
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Appendix B. Interview Consent Form  

Key Information 
 
This research study is conducted by Taylor Pfeiffer, Master of Environmental Management candidate at 
Duke University’s Nicholas School of the Environment.  
 
Why is this study being done? 
The objective of this study is to identify the main barriers faced by micro-, small-, and medium-sized 
coffee roasters in the United States when deciding on and measuring sustainability metrics for their firms. 
The results of this research will help inform initiatives for standardization across the sector so that they 
can take into account the challenges faced by smaller scale roasters when identifying a set of standardized 
sustainability metrics and indicators for the industry. 
 
What will I be asked to do? 
If you choose to take part in this study, you will be interviewed and asked questions pertaining to your 
experiences with sustainability metrics in the coffee industry.  
 
How long will I be in the study? 
The interview will take approximately 40-60 minutes.  
 
What are the risks and inconveniences and benefits of this study? 
There are no expected risks to you for participating in this research study. Results will be shared with all 
participants so that participants can hear about the common challenges related to measuring sustainability 
metrics that their colleagues face, and potentially any solutions to these challenges that their colleagues 
have found.  
 
Compensation:  
No compensation will be given for participation in this research.  
 
Confidentiality:  
Participant names and company affiliations will not be disclosed in study results. It is possible that 
meaningful quotes may be shared in the study results if explicit permission to do so is granted by you, as 
the participant. No identifiers associated with the quote will be used, other than stating the category of 
participants that you belong to (associated with either a roaster or industry group). De-identified data from 
this study may be made public or used for future research purposes. 
 
The recordings will not be saved for further research and will be destroyed/deleted after they have been 
transcribed and the study has concluded.  
 
Voluntary nature of participation: 
Participation in this study is voluntary. You can choose not to participate at any point. If you agree to be 
in the study you may withdraw at any time for any reason. 
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Whom do I call if I have questions or problems? 
For questions about the research, contact Taylor Pfeiffer at taylor.pfeiffer@duke.edu. For questions about 
your rights as a participant in this research study, contact the Duke University IRB at 919-684-3030 or 
campusirb@duke.edu. 
 
If you agree to take part in the study, please sign below. 
 
_________________________________________                                          ________________ 
Subject’s Printed Name and Signature Date 
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Appendix C. Semi-Structured Interview Guides  

Interview Guide - Roasters  

Section 1: Sustainability Definition  
 

1. Does your company define or publish its sustainability mission or objectives anywhere?  Where?  
 

2. Does your company focus its sustainability efforts on a certain section of the coffee value chain? 
Why? 

 
Probe: Producer – Cultivation, Processing, Export (transportation)  

Roaster – Purchasing, Roasting, Packaging, Facilities Operation (energy efficiency, 
water conservation, etc.)  

Consumption – Purchase, Brewing, Disposal  
External to value chain – Roaster Community, Profit Donation   

1

 
3. Sustainability is often viewed as a “three-legged stool” consisting of social, environmental, and 

economic efforts. Does your company focus its sustainability efforts on any one of these “legs”? 
Why?  

 
Section 2: Quantifying Sustainability  
 

4. Does your company measure any sustainability metrics?  
 
NO - go to Question 7, then Section 3  
 

5. How did your company come to decide on these metrics to measure? Why did you choose these 
metrics/indicators over others?  

 
6. Did you/does your company currently look to any external resources for guidance on which 

metrics to measure?  
 

7. Are you familiar with the Committee on Sustainability Assessment (COSA) Indicator Library? 
https://thecosa.org/master-list/  

 
YES  
a. Do you see this as a comprehensive list of sustainability metrics for coffee roasters?  

 
b. Is there anything that your company measures that is not reflected on COSA’s list?  

 

1 Adapted from M. Murphy and T.J. Dowding, “The Coffee Bean: A Value Chain and Sustainability Initiatives 
Analysis,” University of Connecticut Global Businesses Program Working Papers, (2011). 
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8. Are you (as the roaster/sustainability manager with your roasting company) the one who is 
measuring or compiling the information needed to measure these metrics? If no, who is providing 
these measurements/this information?  

 
9. Do the metrics your company is measuring focus on the same segment of the coffee value chain 

that your company’s sustainability strategy focuses on (as answered previously in interview)? 
Why or why not?  

 
10. Do the metrics your company is measuring focus on the same “leg” of sustainability that your 

company’s sustainability strategy focuses on (as answered previously in interview)? Why or why 
not? 

  
11.  Does your company hold any third party certifications?  

 
YES  

a. Have these certifications dictated which metrics you’ve measured?  
 

b. Did you measure any metrics before you pursued these certifications?  
 

c. Did you choose which certification(s) to pursue because of their measurement/metrics 
requirements?  

 
d. Have these third party certification agencies provided you with any resources to help you 

measure metrics that you wouldn’t have measured otherwise?  
 

12.  Does your company publish the metrics that you measure? Where and why?  
 

13. Does your organization conduct a yearly sustainability assessment of your own operations? If so, 
do you use this to guide your actions going forward?  

 
Section 3: Barriers to Measurement  
 

14.  What barriers or challenges does your company face to measuring sustainability metrics?  
 

15.  If you were to expand your company’s sustainability measurement (more metrics or more 
detailed metrics)…. 

 
a. How would you decide which metrics to expand upon or to measure more in depth?  

 
b. What resources would you need to do this (measure more metrics or more detailed 

metrics)?  
 

16. Has your company’s size influenced how many metrics your company measures or which metrics 
you’ve chosen to measure over others?  

 
17. Would you be able to measure more metrics if your company was larger? Why?  
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18.  Does your company currently partner with any other organizations to further your company’s 
sustainability initiatives?  

 
YES 

 
a. What exactly do these partners provide for your company in terms of sustainability?  

 
b. Have these partners helped you at all in measuring or reporting metrics?  

 
Section 4: Looking Forward  
 

19. Is there anyone else in the coffee industry that you would recommend I speak to about these 
topics? (Share contact information?)  

 
20.  Do you know of any particularly good sources of information (reports, websites, etc.) that I 

should look into?  
 
 
Interview Guide - Industry Representatives  

Section 1: Sustainability Definition in the Coffee Industry 
 

1. Does the industry focus on one area of the coffee value chain when measuring sustainability? 
Why?  

 
Probe: Producer – Cultivation, Processing, Export (transportation)  

Roaster – Purchasing, Roasting, Packaging, Facilities Operation (energy efficiency, 
water conservation, etc.)  

Consumption – Purchase, Brewing, Disposal  
External to value chain – Roaster Community, Profit Donation   

2

 
2. Is sustainability measurement significantly lacking in any of these areas of the value chain? If so, 

which area and why hasn’t the industry focused sustainability measurement in this area as much 
as it should?  

 
3. Sustainability is often viewed as a “three-legged stool” consisting of social, environmental, and 

economic efforts. Does the industry focus sustainability efforts on any one of these “legs”? Why?  
 

4. Is sustainability measurement significantly lacking in any of these “legs”? If so, which “leg” and 
why hasn’t the industry focused sustainability measurement on this “leg” as much as it should?  

 
Section 2: Quantifying Sustainability  
 

5. What are some of the most common sustainability metrics used by coffee roasters? Why?  

2 Adapted from M. Murphy and T.J. Dowding, “The Coffee Bean: A Value Chain and Sustainability Initiatives 
Analysis,” University of Connecticut Global Businesses Program Working Papers, (2011). 
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6. How did they become the main metrics used? Why have these most common metrics become the 

main metrics used? 
 

7. Are the most common metrics used by larger roasters also the most common metrics used by 
micro to medium roasters? If not, why are they different?  

 
8. Out of the resources that have been published to guide roasters on which metrics they should 

measure and report on, which resources are the most commonly used or followed by roasters? In 
other words, which lists of metrics most accurately reflect what roasters are actually measuring?  

 
9.  Is the Committee on Sustainability Assessment (COSA) Indicator Library a comprehensive list 

of the sustainability metrics that coffee roasters are currently measuring? 
https://thecosa.org/master-list/ 

 
10. Is the Committee on Sustainability Assessment (COSA) Indicator Library a comprehensive list of 

the sustainability metrics that coffee roasters should be measuring? Is there anything in the 
Indicator Library that is not a relevant metric or are any there metrics/topic areas missing from 
the Indicator Library? https://thecosa.org/master-list/ 

 
11. Are third-party sustainability certifications (USDA Organic, FLO, Rainforest Alliance, UTZ) a 

major motivator for roasters to measure sustainability metrics?  
 

12. Does a roaster’s motivation/reason for measuring sustainability influence how they measure their 
sustainability efforts or which metrics they choose to use? In what way?  

 
Section 3: Barriers to Measurement  
 

13. What are the major barriers that micro- to medium-sized roasters face when measuring 
sustainability metrics?  

 
14. Who are the roasters that stand out as leaders in sustainability measurement in the industry? Why 

are they leaders?  
 

15. What do these leaders have or have access to that allows them to be a leader in sustainability 
measurement?  

 
16. How large are these companies that are leaders in sustainability measurement? Do you think they 

would be able to do as much measurement or be as much of a leader in sustainability as they are 
if they were a smaller company?  

 
17. Do partnerships with other organizations or companies affect the ability of a roaster to measure 

sustainability metrics?  
 

18. What types of organizations could roasters form partnerships with that would help them increase 
or expand their sustainability measurement?  
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Section 4: Looking Forward  
 

19. Is there anyone else in the coffee industry that you would recommend I speak to about these 
topics? (Share contact information?)  

 
20.  Do you know of any particularly good sources of information (reports, websites, etc.) that I 

should look into?  
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Appendix D. Online Survey Instrument  

Key Information & Welcome  

Welcome and thank you for your interest in my research! The purpose of this study is to identify the 
methods and challenges of sustainability measurement for small-scale coffee roasters in the U.S. The total 
time required to complete this survey should not exceed 5 minutes.  

This survey involves questions that are intended to gather some basic information about your roasting 
company, your experiences with sustainability metrics within the context of your company, and your 
thoughts regarding sustainability metrics in the coffee industry as a whole.  

If you choose to participate, the responses you provide will not be associated with your company 
affiliation in the study results. Company information is only asked in an effort to avoid duplicate 
responses. You may skip any question or quit the survey at any time.  

De-identified data from this study may be made public or used for future research purposes.  

There are no known risks associated with participation in this study. If you wish to see the results of this 
study in my final report, please enter your email address in the space provided at the end of the survey. If 
you have any questions or concerns regarding this research, please email me (Taylor Pfeiffer) at 
taylor.pfeiffer@duke.edu.  

If you consent to participating in this survey, please click "Start Survey".  

 

Company Size  

How many pounds of green coffee does your company roast per year? (Estimates are okay) 

How many employees does your company have? (Estimates are okay) 

 

Use of Metrics  

Does your company record any quantitative sustainability metrics?  

o  Yes  (1) 
o  No  (2)  
 
Does your company record quantitative metrics related to the following? (Select all that apply) 

▢        Price paid for coffee (FOB price)  (1) 
▢        Energy use/efficiency at roaster facilities  (2) 
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▢        Charitable donations  (3) 
▢        % certified coffee purchased  (4) 
▢        Social indicators within your company (e.g. employee wages, workforce diversity)  (5) 
▢        Greenhouse gas emissions  (6) 
▢        Other  (7) ________________________________________________ 
▢        Other  (8) ________________________________________________ 
▢        Other  (9) ________________________________________________ 
 

Measurement Motivation  

If your company records sustainability metrics, what is your main motivation for doing so? If your 
company does not record any sustainability metrics, what do you see as the main reason for a roaster to 
record sustainability metrics? (Choose one)  

o  External accountability, geared towards peers  (1) 

o  External accountability, geared towards customers  (7) 

o  Internal accountability, validate business practices  (2) 

o  Communicate company strategy to internal employees  (3) 

o  Inform company decisions going forward  (4) 

o  Acquire certifications  (5) 

o  Other  (6) ________________________________________________ 
  
 
Of the following metrics, which do you believe are the most important for internal accountability to 
validate business practices? (Choose up to 3 answers) 

▢        Price paid for coffee (FOB price)  (1) 
▢        Energy use/efficiency at roaster facilities  (2) 
▢        Charitable donations  (3) 
▢        % certified coffee purchased  (4) 
▢        Social indicators within your company (e.g. employee wages, workforce diversity)  (5) 
▢        Greenhouse gas emissions  (6)  
▢        Other text fill-in  (7) ________________________________________________ 
▢        Other  text fill-in (8) ________________________________________________ 
▢        Other text fill-in (9) ________________________________________________ 
 
 
Of the following metrics, which do you believe are the most important for external accountability geared 
towards customers? (Choose up to 3 answers) 

▢        Price paid for coffee (FOB price)  (1) 
▢        Energy use/efficiency at roaster facilities  (2) 
▢        Charitable donations  (3) 
▢        % certified coffee purchased  (4) 
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▢        Social indicators within your company (e.g. employee wages, workforce diversity)  (5) 
▢        Greenhouse gas emissions  (6)  
▢        Other text fill-in  (7) ________________________________________________ 
▢        Other  text fill-in (8) ________________________________________________ 
▢        Other text fill-in (9) ________________________________________________ 
 
 
 
Measurement Feasibility  
 
How difficult are these metrics to measure?  
 

  Extremely 
easy (1) 

Somewhat 
easy (2) 

Neither easy 
nor difficult 

(3) 

Somewhat 
difficult (4) 

Extremely 
difficult (5) 

Price paid for coffee 
(FOB price) (1) 

o   o   o   o   o   

Energy use/efficiency 
at roaster facilities (2) 

o   o   o   o   o   

Charitable donations 
(3) 

o   o   o   o   o   

% certified coffee 
purchased (4) 

o   o   o   o   o   

Social indicators 
within your company 
(e.g. employee wages, 
workforce diversity) 

(5) 

o   o   o   o   o   

Greenhouse gas 
emissions (6) 

o   o   o   o   o   

  Other text fill-in  (7) 
o   o   o   o   o   

Other text fill-in  (8) 
o   o   o   o   o   

Other text fill-in  (9) 
o   o   o   o   o   
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Partnerships  
 
Have you partnered with any of the following types of organizations to design or measure these metrics? 
(Select all that apply)  

▢        Other roasters  (1) 
▢        Sustainability assessment companies (e.g. Quantis, Enveritas)  (2) 
▢        Energy or renewable energy companies  (3) 
▢        Supply chain partners (e.g. importers, exporters)  (4) 
▢        Other  (5) ________________________________________________ 
▢        Other  (6) ________________________________________________ 
▢        Other  (7) ________________________________________________ 
▢        None  (8)  
 
How helpful were these partners in helping you design or measure these metrics?  
 

  Not at all 
helpful (1) 

Slightly 
helpful (2) 

Moderately 
helpful (3) 

Very helpful 
(4) 

Extremely 
helpful (5) 

Other roasters (x1) 
o   o   o   o   o   

Sustainability 
assessment 

companies (e.g. 
Quantis, Enveritas) 

(x2) 

o   o   o   o   o   

Energy or 
renewable energy 
companies (x3) 

o   o   o   o   o   

Supply chain 
partners (e.g. 

importers, 
exporters) (x4) 

o   o   o   o   o   

Other (x5) 
o   o   o   o   o   

Other (x6) 
o   o   o   o   o   

Other (x7) 
o   o   o   o   o   

None (x8) 
o   o   o   o   o   
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Demographics 
 
What coffee roasting company are you associated with? 
 
What is your position within your company? 
 
In a typical work week, what percentage of your time, if any, do you spend on sustainability related work 
as part of your position? (Please enter a whole number between 0 and 100)  
 
What is the highest level of school you have completed or the highest degree you have received?  

o  Less than high school degree  (1) 
o  High school graduate (high school diploma or equivalent including GED)  (2) 
o  Some college but no degree  (3) 
o  Associate degree in college (2-year)  (4) 
o  Bachelor's degree in college (4-year)  (5) 
o  Master's degree  (6) 
o  Doctoral degree  (7) 
o  Professional degree (JD, MD)  (8) 
 
 
Thank You & Submit  
 
To submit your responses, click "Finish Survey" at the bottom of this page. Thank you for your 
participation in this survey!  
 
If you would like to receive a copy of my final report once my research is completed in May, please enter 
your email address in the box below.  
 
Use the space below to share any additional comments you may have about sustainability measurement in 
the coffee industry, or to voice any comments, questions, or concerns about this survey.  
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Appendix E. Interview Coding Guide  

Theme A: Area of focus under the broader sustainability umbrella  
 

1. Focus of sustainability mission  

Discussion of the idea that sustainability efforts or the sustainability missions of any 
type of company in the coffee industry have tended to focus on either a certain pillar of 
sustainability or a certain segment of the coffee value chain.  

● SUSTAINABILITY SEGMENT: one of the three traditional pillars of sustainability  

○ ENVIRONMENTAL: the environmental impacts of coffee production, from 
cultivation to consumption  

○ ECONOMIC: financial success (profitability) or business operations 
throughout the supply chain, including the availability of financial resources 
and accessibility of financial assistance  

○ SOCIAL: the society/social environment that individuals throughout the 
coffee supply chain live in, the interactions they have, and their social 
well-being, including culture, education, and labor conditions  

● VALUE CHAIN SEGMENT: the phases of coffee production and consumption, from 
farm to cup  

○ PRODUCER: cultivation of coffee plants and processing of coffee beans at the 
farm or cooperative level in origin countries  

○ ROASTER OPERATIONS: actions pertaining to buying green coffee, roasting 
coffee beans, packaging products, and distribution of product  

○ CONSUMPTION: consumer-facing aspects such as café practices and brewing 
methods 

○ EXTERNAL: aspects not directly related to the coffee value chain, such as 
involvement in the roaster’s local community or philanthropic projects 
unrelated to coffee  

● COMPREHENSIVE APPROACH: balanced, unbiased approach to sustainability  

2. Focus of sustainability metrics 

Discussion of the idea that sustainability measurement in the coffee industry has tended 
to focus on either a certain pillar of sustainability or a certain segment of the coffee 
value chain.  

● SUSTAINABILITY SEGMENT: one of the three traditional pillars of sustainability  

○ ENVIRONMENTAL: the environmental impacts of coffee production, from 
cultivation to consumption  
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○ ECONOMIC: financial success (profitability) or business operations 
throughout the supply chain, including the availability of financial resources 
and accessibility of financial assistance  

○ SOCIAL: the society/social environment that individuals throughout the 
coffee supply chain live in, the interactions they have, and their social 
well-being, including culture, education, and labor conditions  

● VALUE CHAIN SEGMENT: the phases of coffee production and consumption, from 
farm to cup  

○ PRODUCER: cultivation of coffee plants and processing of coffee beans at the 
farm or cooperative level, in origin countries  

○ ROASTER OPERATIONS: actions pertaining to buying green coffee, roasting 
coffee beans, packaging products, and distribution of product  

○ CONSUMPTION: consumer-facing aspects such as café practices and brewing 
methods 

○ EXTERNAL: aspects not directly related to the coffee value chain, such as 
involvement in the roaster’s local community or philanthropic projects 
unrelated to coffee  

● COMPREHENSIVE APPROACH: balanced, unbiased approach to sustainability  

3. Areas of lacking in industry sustainability efforts/measurement  

Mention of the idea that sustainability efforts and/or measurement in the coffee 
industry have been lacking in a certain pillar of sustainability, area of company 
operations, or segment of the coffee value chain.  

● PACKAGING: efforts to reduce coffee product packaging or make packaging more 
environmentally friendly (recyclable, compostable) 

● INTERNAL SOCIAL: assessment of social sustainability within coffee roasting 
companies themselves (analysis of indicators related to employee compensation, 
workforce diversity, etc.) 

● PRODUCER PROFITABILITY: financial assessments of producer profitability that go 
beyond the price the roaster pays for coffee (FOB price)  

Theme B: Metrics currently measured by small-scale roasters and why 

1. Metrics used by roasters  

Any reference to the specific metrics or types of metrics that the interviewee’s roasting 
company, or other coffee roasting companies, measure. 

● COFFEE QUALITY SCORE: the quantitative measurement of coffee characteristics, 
based on cupping practices  

● POUNDS COFFEE SOLD: the pounds of coffee that the roaster has sold, most likely in 
a single year of operation 
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● INTERNAL FINANCIAL: any monetary indicators of the roasting company’s financial 
matters  

● INTERNAL SOCIAL: indicators of social sustainability within coffee roasting 
companies themselves (related to employee compensation, workforce diversity, 
etc.) 

● PERCENT CERTIFIED COFFEE: the percent of the coffee, by volume, that a roaster 
buys which is certified by one of the many sustainability certifications such as USDA 
Organic, Fair Trade, Rainforest Alliance/UTZ, etc.  

● PRODUCER FINANCIAL: any indicator of the roasting company’s influence on the 
financial situation of the producers they work with, such as the price the roaster 
pays for coffee (FOB price) or the profits that the producers receive  

● PRODUCER RELATIONSHIP LENGTH: the number of years that a roaster has bought 
coffee from a certain producer or producer cooperative  

● PRODUCER LABOR: statistics or information about the labor conditions at origin, 
related to thing such as child labor, working environment conditions, and worker 
health and safety  

● PRODUCER SOCIAL: indicators related to the social environment or well-being of 
producers at origin, such as cultural aspects and access to services (education, 
training, healthcare)  

● AGRICULTURAL PRACTICES: pertaining to the environmental or technical aspects of 
coffee cultivation such as water and chemical use on the farm, conservation of 
biodiversity, and soil management  

● ROASTER ENERGY USE: monitoring of the roasting company’s energy use at their 
own facilities, such as roasteries, offices, or cafes  

● ROASTER WASTE: monitoring of the waste generated (including recyclable or 
compostable waste) at a roasting company’s facilities, such as roasteries, offices, or 
cafes  

● ROASTER WATER USE: monitoring of the water used during roaster operations  

● GHG: any mention of basic assessment of greenhouse gas emissions or complex 
greenhouse gas accounting  

o COFFEE PRODUCT: tracking/recording of greenhouse gas emissions related to 
the coffee product produced by roasting companies, whether associated 
with coffee cultivation at origin, trading, roasting operations, manufacturing, 
distribution, or end of life of the product  

o EMPLOYEES: tracking/recording of greenhouse gas emissions related to the 
behavior or roasting company employees such as miles driven or flown for 
both personal and business purposes  
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● FINANCIAL DONATIONS: charitable donations made to organizations or entities 
within the coffee value chain or those unrelated to coffee, such as nonprofits in the 
roaster’s local community  

● SUPPORT LOCAL: philanthropic outreach actions or supporting fellow local 
businesses in a roaster’s community  

2. Motivation to track metrics  

Discussion about the reason why roasters have decided to record and/or track any 
quantitative sustainability metrics or who/what has motivated them to do so.  

● SHAREHOLDERS/INVESTORS: individuals or entities who have some form of 
ownership of or financial stake in the roasting company  

● CERTIFICATIONS: any of the sustainability certifications that a roasting company or 
their coffee product can hold, such as USDA Organic, Fair Trade, Rainforest 
Alliance/UTZ, B Corporation, etc. 

● MARKETING: efforts to promote the roasting company or sell the product, geared 
towards consumers  

● COMMUNICATE MISSION (INTERNAL): use as support of the roasting company’s 
mission and communicate that mission to the employees of the roasting company  

● COMMUNICATE MISSION (SUPPLY CHAIN PARTNERS): use as support of the roasting 
company’s mission and communicate that mission to other entities that the roasting 
company interacts with throughout the coffee supply chain  

● MOTIVATE PEERS: to communicate sustainability efforts to fellow coffee roasting 
companies and motivate them to consider, track, or record their sustainability 
impacts/efforts as well  

● ACCOUNTABILITY/VALIDATING: holding the roasting company accountable for their 
actions and validating (for internal purposes) that their sustainability efforts are 
resulting in positive effects/outcomes  

● REGULATIONS: laws or policies in place that govern anything related to the roasting 
company’s actions  

● BOTTOM LINE: the long-term financial success of the company  

● BUSINESS CULTURE: pressure or influence from other entities in the coffee industry 
or other businesses the roasting company interacts with  

● COFFEE QUALITY: an assessment of the characteristics or attributes of coffee, as 
determined by cupping practices 

3. Who/what influence which metrics to measure  

Discussion of entities that roasters have looked to for guidance regarding what to 
measure, and different aspects of or motivations for measurement that have influenced 
which metrics the company tracks.  
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● INTERNAL MISSION: the company’s intended function, philosophy, and approach to 
business  

● COMPANY EXECUTIVES: roasting company leadership  

● CUSTOMERS: individuals or businesses buying coffee from the roasters  

● FEASIBILITY: how easy/difficult it is to obtain the information and properly record, 
track, and report it  

● CERTIFICATIONS/REPORTING STANDARDS: any of the sustainability certifications 
that a roasting company or their coffee product can hold, such as USDA Organic, Fair 
Trade, Rainforest Alliance/UTZ, B Corporation, etc. 

● RELEVANCE TO INDUSTRY: the information that is most pertinent and directly 
related to the coffee roasting company’s operations and role in the industry  

● PEERS/COMPETITION: other roasting companies or entities in the coffee industry 
that are seen as competitors  

● SUPPLY CHAIN PARTNERS: entities that the roasting company interacts with 
throughout the coffee supply chain, such as importers, exporters, etc.  

● SUSTAINABILITY ORGANIZATIONS: entities that have developed and published 
guidance on sustainability assessment not specifically pertaining to the coffee 
industry, such as the United Nations Sustainable Development Goals, Committee on 
Sustainability Assessment, and IDH Sustainable Trade Initiative  

● PRODUCER CAPABILITIES: the ability of producers at origin to provide sustainability 
related information about their coffee and production processes  

● COFFEE ORGANIZATIONS: industry groups and coalitions that have researched, 
developed, and/or published guidance on sustainability assessment specifically 
related to coffee, such as the Specialty Coffee Association, National Coffee 
Association of U.S.A., and World Coffee Research  

● INTERNAL ASSESSMENTS: yearly or somewhat iterative assessments of company 
operations with the intent of identifying areas for improvement or expansion  

● GOVERNMENT/REGULATION: either guidance published by governmental agencies 
or laws/policies in place that govern anything related to the roasting company’s 
actions 

● OTHER: any entity or influential factor mentioned that does not fall into one of the 
above categories  

Theme C: Feasibility of sustainability measurement  

1. Certain metrics harder to measure than others 

Any indication that certain types of sustainability metrics are more difficult to measure 
than other types of sustainability metrics.   
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● ENVIRONMENTAL: the environmental impacts of coffee production, from cultivation 
to consumption  

● ECONOMIC: financial success (profitability) or business operations throughout the 
supply chain, including the availability of financial resources and accessibility of 
financial assistance  

● SOCIAL: the society/social environment that individuals throughout the coffee 
supply chain live in, the interactions they have, and their social well-being, including 
culture, education, and labor conditions  

● PRODUCER: cultivation of coffee plants and processing of coffee beans at the farm 
or cooperative level in origin countries  

● ROASTER OPERATIONS: actions pertaining to buying green coffee, roasting coffee 
beans, packaging products, and distribution of product  

2. Barrier to measurement and/or resources needed to expand sustainability 
measurement  

Discussion about the main challenges that roasters face when measuring, or attempting 
to measure, sustainability metrics OR discussion about what types of 
resources/assistance these roasters would need to expand their sustainability 
measurement practices.  

● FINANCIAL CAPITAL: funding, either sourced internally or from partnerships  

● HUMAN CAPITAL: individuals dedicating time to sustainability measurement or 
mention of the need for more time for a single individual to dedicate to 
sustainability measurement  

o EMPLOYEES: individuals hired internally  

o PARTNERSHIPS: individuals or entities hired external to the company  

● DATA COLLECTION/MANAGEMENT: complex and time consuming process of 
acquiring, gathering, and analyzing information associated with the coffee supply 
chain  

o INTERNAL: data associated with roaster operations and business information  

o SOURCING:  data associated with the cultivation of coffee plants and 
processing of coffee beans at the farm or cooperative level in origin countries 

● CONSENSUS: reaching an agreement of what the standardized measurement criteria 
for coffee sustainability should be  

Theme D: Influence of roasting company size on sustainability measurement  

1. Feasibility of measurement as a larger company  

Any mention of the idea that the feasibility of measuring sustainability metrics changes 
as the size of a company changes.  
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● MORE DIFFICULT: it is more difficult to measure sustainability metrics as a larger 
company  

○ COMPLICATED DATA COLLECTION: it is more difficult to measure 
sustainability metrics as a larger company because data collection becomes 
more difficult  

■ SOURCING LOCATIONS: data collection is more difficult because 
larger roasting companies purchase green coffee from a greater 
number of sourcing locations and acquiring/gathering information 
from these multiple sources can be a challenge 

■ OPERATIONAL FACILITIES: data collection is more difficult because 
larger roasting companies have a greater number of operational 
facilities and acquiring/gathering information from these multiple 
facilities can be a challenge 

● LESS DIFFICULT: it is less difficult to measure sustainability metrics as a larger 
company  

○ BUYING POWER INFLUENCE: it is less difficult to measure sustainability 
metrics as a larger company because larger roasters are buying larger 
volumes of coffee, which allows them more influence over the behavior of 
producers/supply chain partners and allows them to request more 
information from these entities  

○ MORE RESOURCES: it is less difficult to measure sustainability metrics as a 
larger company because larger roasters have access to more resources  

■ EMPLOYEES: larger roasters have more employees to dedicate to 
sustainability matters  

■ MONEY: larger roasters have more financial resources to dedicate to 
sustainability matters  

■ PARTNERSHIPS: larger roasters have more partnerships to help them 
pursue sustainability measurement  

● NO CORRELATION: the feasibility of measuring sustainability metrics does not 
change as the size of a company changes  

2. Number of metrics tracked as a larger company  

Discussion of the idea that the number of metrics a roasting company is tracks and 
records changes as the size of a company changes.  

● MORE METRICS: larger roasting companies are able to measure more sustainability 
metrics 

● NO CORRELATION: the number of metrics a roasting company tracks and records 
does not change as the size of a company changes  

3. Who/what influences sustainability measurement as a larger company  
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Discussion of the various factors (including individuals, entities, or motivations) that 
influence approaches or methods of sustainability measurement at larger roasting 
companies.  

● SHAREHOLDERS/INVESTORS: individuals or entities who have some form of 
ownership of or financial stake in the roasting company  

● CERTIFICATIONS: any of the sustainability certifications that a roasting company or 
their coffee product can hold, such as USDA Organic, Fair Trade, Rainforest 
Alliance/UTZ, B Corporation, etc. 

● BOTTOM LINE: the long-term financial success of the company  

● INTERNAL ASSESSMENTS: yearly or somewhat iterative assessments of company 
operations with the intent of identifying areas for improvement or expansion  

● MARKETING: efforts to promote the roasting company or sell the product, geared 
towards consumers  

● REGULATIONS: laws or policies in place that govern anything related to the roasting 
company’s actions  

4. Types of metrics reported by larger companies  

Any mention that larger roasting companies tend to focus on or report on a certain type 
of sustainability metrics more so than other, smaller roasting companies would.  

● NGO/NONPROFIT IMPACTS: data related to the positive impacts of projects 
implemented through an NGO or nonprofit that the roasting company has a 
partnership with  

● ENVIRONMENTAL: the environmental impacts of coffee production, from cultivation 
to consumption 

Theme E: Partnership support for general sustainability efforts and sustainability 
measurement 

1. General sustainability partnerships  

Discussion of direct, organized partnerships that have helped the roasting company 
further their sustainability efforts or that the roasting company believes would help 
further their sustainability efforts, but not specifically assist with sustainability 
measurement.  

● INDUSTRY BUSINESSES: other companies in the coffee industry  

○ SUPPLY CHAIN PARTNERS: entities that the roasting company interacts with 
throughout the coffee supply chain, such as importers and exporters 

○ ROASTERS: other coffee roasting companies  

● NON-INDUSTRY BUSINESSES: any business outside of the coffee industry, such as 
local businesses, those with similar sustainability missions as the roasting company, 
or other corporations 
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● NGO/NONPROFIT: non-governmental or non-profit organizations  

● ENERGY COMPANIES: private energy utility companies  

● GOVERNMENT: governmental agencies and organizations (local, state, federal)  

 

2. Sustainability measurement partnerships  

Discussion of direct, organized partnerships that have helped the roasting company 
further their sustainability measurement or that the roasting company believes would 
help further their sustainability measurement. 

● WHAT TO MEASURE: partnerships in which the partnering organizations have helped 
or would help the roasting company decide which metrics to measure  

○ ROASTERS: other coffee roasting companies 

○ CERTIFICATIONS/REPORTING STANDARDS: any of the sustainability 
certifications that a roasting company or their coffee product can hold, such 
as USDA Organic, Fair Trade, Rainforest Alliance/UTZ, B Corporation, etc. 

○ NGO/NONPROFIT: non-governmental or non-profit organizations  

○ SUSTAINABILITY ASSESSMENT/CONSULTING GROUPS: private companies 
who can be contracted to assist with sustainability measurement and/or 
reporting  

● ACCESS/ACTION/CAPITAL: partnerships in which the partnering organizations have 
helped or would help the roasting company either gain access to information or data 
for sustainability metrics, actively measure sustainability metrics for the roasting 
company, or provide the resources (capital) needed for the roasting company to 
measure sustainability metrics for their firm  

○ SUSTAINABILITY ASSESSMENT/CONSULTING GROUPS: private companies 
who can be contracted to assist with sustainability measurement and/or 
reporting 

○ ENERGY COMPANIES: private energy utility companies 

○ NGO/NONPROFIT: non-governmental or non-profit organizations 

○ ROASTERS: other coffee roasting companies 

○ SUPPLY CHAIN PARTNERS: entities that the roasting company interacts with 
throughout the coffee supply chain, such as importers and exporters 

○ REPORT WRITING/DESIGN:  

○ NON-INDUSTRY BUSINESSES: any business outside of the coffee industry, 
such as local businesses, those with similar sustainability missions as the 
roasting company, or other corporations 

○ COFFEE ORGANIZATIONS: industry groups and coalitions that have 
researched, developed, and/or published guidance on sustainability 
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assessment specifically related to coffee, such as the Specialty Coffee 
Association, National Coffee Association of U.S.A., and World Coffee 
Research  

 
Theme F: Other 

1. Notable quotes or facts  

Useful quotes, facts, or anecdotes that may be useful to include in results or in writing 
MP report  

2. Unclear coding  

Unclear discussion topic due to incomplete or incorrect transcription  

3. Resources/other research on this topic  

Mention of resources or other research currently being conducted on sustainability in 
the coffee industry that may be useful to look into for the sake of my MP report  
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